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Schiller DuCanto & Fleck LLP
In loving memory of our dear partner and friend

Michael R. Galasso
1936 - 2015

Mike was a mentor, leader and friend who led a distinguished career
as both an accomplished attorney and jurist. His achievements and
dedication to the legal profession will long be remembered.

FROM THE EDITOR

To Celebrate or to Mourn
BY R A LEIGH D. K A LBFLEISCH

T

his month I take the opportunity to be reflective; of events
in the world and those in our
own community. Notably, there have
been significant losses in our legal
community. Losses that have taken
us by surprise and held us motionless
in grief for a time. The loss of valued
friends and colleagues and of parents.
Certainly there have been others that
we know nothing of but are still felt
deeply by those in mourning. I have
been considering the speech from
Justice Thomas printed in last month’s
edition and, as I noted in my Editor’s
Page, the decision to live a life of hope.
In my mind the decision to live hopefully coincides with the celebration of
those lost to us.
There are different ways to take
comfort; to mourn and to celebrate.
For example there is the Gaelic prayer
“May the road rise to meet you. May
the wind be always at your back. May
the sun shine warm upon your face.

May the rain fall softly upon your fields
until we meet again. And may God
hold you in the hollow of his hand,”
Catholicism offers “Eternal rest grant
unto them, O Lord, and let perpetual
light shine upon them. May they rest
in peace.” A lovely poem of remembrance from Sylvan Kamens & Rabbi
Jack Riemer reads: At the rising sun
and at its going down; We remember
them. At the blowing of the wind and
in the chill of winter; We remember
them. At the opening of the buds and
in the rebirth of spring; We remember
them. At the blueness of the skies and
in the warmth of summer; We remember them. At the rustling of the leaves
and in the beauty of the autumn; We
remember them. At the beginning of
the year and when it ends; We remember them. As long as we live, they too
will live, for they are now a part of us
as We remember them. When we are
weary and in need of strength; We remember them. When we are lost and

sick at heart; We remember them.
When we have decisions that are difficult to make; We remember them.
When we have joy we crave to share;
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Raleigh is currently a solo practitioner
with a concentration in family law. She
is a graduate of Purdue University and
the Quinnipiac University School of
Law and she spent her last year of law
school as a visiting student at ChicagoKent College of Law. She is an active
member of the ISBA, DuPage County
Bar Association and the Family Law
Committee. She is the Second Vice
President for the DuPage Association
of Women Lawyers, a Director and the
Treasurer for the DuPage County Bar
Foundation and member of the Family
Violence Coordinating Counsel Judicial
and Law Enforcement subcommittee.

DCBA Brief welcomes members’ feedback.
Please send any letters to the attention of the editor,
Raleigh Kalbfleisch, at
email@dcbabrief.org
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We remember them. When we have
achievements that are based on theirs;
We remember them. For as long as we
live, they too will live, for they are now
a part of us as, We remember them.
We remain and so, what to do
after a family member or a good
friend is gone? I say take a look
around you. Really see the people you
pass each day in the hallways of the
courthouse, on the train, and in the
courthouse parking lots. These are
the people that will mourn you and,
hopefully, celebrate your life when
you are gone. As I said in my Editor’s
Page last month, we all have the opportunity to live a life of positivity;

sensing a theme here. The loss of our
friends and family members reminds
me to celebrate that I knew these people and was privileged to have them as
part of my life. It reminds me to hug
my family tighter each day. It reminds
me to appreciate the good friends
I have made practicing law. I urge
each of you to do the same. In case I
haven’t said it lately, I appreciate the
opportunity I have as Editor of the
Brief, the positive feedback from our
readers and working with the wonderful people of the Editorial Board
and DCBA staff.
We have another great edition this
month and I hope you enjoy it. □
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Deliver Clarity
Skillfully prove your case with complete

forensic accounting and damage analysis
solutions for matters in trial, arbitration and
mediation. Tap into Sikich’s suite of Dispute
Advisory services, which uniquely mix realworld insights and best-in-class services.
Shareholder Dispute // Family Law // Commercial Litigation

Call 312.648.6652 or visit
www.sikich.com.

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editors:
As a Report from Judge Lew, I am
submitting the following text and
photos:
My recent return to Springfield on
January 12th to perform the Inaugural
Oath of Office Ceremony for our
new Lieutenant Governor, Evelyn
Sanguinetti, (see Photo 1) afforded me
the opportunity to revisit the House
of Representatives Chambers with my
two daughters and their friend and sit
in the chair occupied by me as House
Majority Leader in the 1969-70 session
of our State Legislature.
The Inaugural Ceremony of our
elected state officials was held at the
Prairie Capital Convention Center
which was an unknown to me. It
was constructed long after my four
terms of service as a state representative. Here I discovered that I was
seated on the stage next to the family
of our new Lt. Governor and our two

current legislative leaders, Speaker
Mike Madigan and the Senate
President and his wife, Senator and
Mrs. John Cullerton, who I discovered was a former resident of Winfield
who attended St. Francis High School.
At the conclusion of the Inaugural
Ceremony I enjoyed a pleasant conversation with both the Cullertons and
Speaker Madigan. I asked the Speaker
if it would be possible for me to come
over to the House floor with my guests
to visit my old chair as House Leader.
The Speaker was friendly to an old
Republican and kindly suggested that I
come over for the visit right away.
At the House, the Speaker was a
most affable host and after a long conversation about old legislative times,
posed with us for a photo at my old
leadership chair on the other side of
the aisle. (See Photo 2) The Speaker remained with us well over an hour and
accompanied us when we crossed over

to the other side of the capitol to visit
the Senate.
On the floor of the Senate we were
met by Senator Cullerton, which afforded me an incomparable opportunity for horseplay. I went over, grabbed
the right hands of both Democrat
leaders, stood in between them and
announced to the photographer, “I
am the faith healer, and I am about
to work a magic healing on these two
gentlemen. I am going to cure them
of their horrible malady, and when I
am through shaking hands with them
they will both turn into Republicans.”
(See Photo 3). Unfortunately it didn’t
work. I think they resisted my waves
and reversed them and tried to make
me a Democrat!
Lewis V. Morgan, Jr.
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DIGIOVINE HNILO JORDAN + JOHNSON LTD.

®

Certified Public Accountants / Certified Divorce Financial Analysts

®

DHJJ ASSISTS CLIENTS AND THEIR
ATTORNEY TO ACHIEVE THE MOST
ADVANTAGEOUS SETTLEMENT

A CERTIFIED DIVORCE FINANCIAL
ANALYST (CDFA) HAS A VITAL ROLE

Our divorce CPAs become part of the divorce team providing
financial analysis in all areas including:
♦

Children’s education costs

♦

Tax consequences

♦

Health care

♦

Pension and retirement

♦

Effects of dividing property

♦

Sale of the marital home

♦

Earning capabilities

100% of divorces involve financial settlements. It is important
to consult a CDFA for a clear view of the financial future.
Our CDFA team can:
♦

Reduce apprehension and misunderstanding

♦

Help avoid long-term financial pitfalls

♦

Reduce settlement time

♦

Provide expert witness testimony

♦

Provide forensic accounting

CDFAs help you confidently negotiate a legal settlement that
addresses all of the financial needs.

WE PLAY AN ACTIVE ROLE HELPING YOUR
CLIENTS MOVE FORWARD

Call us to discuss how our team of CDFAs
can assist you and your clients.

John T. Miller

630-420-1360

CPA, CFP®, CDFA™

CPA, CFP®, CDFA™
jmiller@dhjj.com

Cammy Corso

www.dhjj.com

ccorso@dhjj.com

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

March Madness
BY LY NN C. CAVA LLO

I

f you’re a college basketball fan,
this month has special meaning — It’s March Madness.
And if you’re a fan of just madness,
then March is the month to attend
Judges’ Nite! This year’s production,
“Worst Show Ever”, is a spoof on the
stage production, “The Producers.”
That plot revolved around a group
of theatre people whose goal was
to put on such an awful show
(“Springtime For Hitler”), that any
money the investors hoped to reap
would stay in the pockets of the
producers. Of course, the plot backfired and the production was a huge
success.
This year, the DCBA celebrates
the 40th annual Judges’ Nite at the
MAC Theatre at College of DuPage.
It includes an evening of cocktails,
hearty hors d’oeuvres and a silent
auction. The production, “Worst
Show Ever”, features three judges
who scheme to produce the worst
Judges’ Nite ever so that the entire
county demands it be canceled forever. All proceeds from the show
will go to DuPage Legal Assistance
Foundation. (This is their only
fundraiser of the year.)
Judges’ Nite history began forty
years ago when Jack Donahue and

Bob Cox, later Judge Cox, as cochairs of the DCBA Entertainment
Committee conceived of the idea of
a judges’ night; an evening of skits
performed before a closed audience. In an effort to round up volunteers, they made many calls to
DuPage lawyers who, for the most
part, called them crazy. The original cast included Jack Donahue,
Bob Cox, Ralph Gabric, Keith
Roberts, Jack Darrah, Dick
Lewis, Tony Mannina and Steve
Culliton. It was a night of drinks,
cigars and a lot of laughs, as Jack
describes it. Originally called “Stag
Nite”, it was renamed Judges’
Nite, after Judge Helen Kinney,
the first female Circuit Court Judge
in the 18th Circuit voiced her objection to it. Yet, even with the
name change, it remained a “no
holds barred” event with little or
no standards and a lean toward the
raunchy. Is it any surprise that an
early performance ended in a fight
between two judges? That beats reality TV!
The first “Stag Nite” was held
at Nordic Hills, (no women allowed) and was followed by the now
non-existent Wilton Manor and
other locations; all changes made to

improve Judges’ Nite and increase
attendance. Once, in the early 80’s,
it survived a near cancellation due
to a wind chill of 40 below zero.
But, as they say, the show must go
on. As the years passed, Judges’ Nite
morphed into a larger production
and added the Judges’ Nite Band
which made the songs written for
the production come to life.
Today Judges’ Nite is not just
for courthouse lawyers but is open
to the entire legal community. As
from the beginning though, it is an
event comprised entirely of volunteers who sacrifice many hours of
free time to entertain us. Please join
all of us March 6th at The MAC for
a really great evening — even if you
can’t smoke your cigar. □

Lynn C. Cavallo, currently an Assistant
State’s Attorney in the Felony Division,
received her JD from Loyola University
School of Law and was in private practice in DuPage County concentrating
in areas of Real Estate, Estate Planning
and Probate prior to joining the SAO
in 2006.
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INBRIEF
BY TER R ENCE BENSHOOF A ND K ATIE M AY

T

here’s a rumor circulating that
we may have Spring again
this year! At least the winter months through January, weren’t
nearly as cold and snowy as last year;
despite the absence of sunlight much
of the time.
One sure sign of Spring has sprung:
the “Human Race” 5K is coming on
April 25. The DuPage County Bar
Foundation will be a beneficiary of
race donations and, hopefully many
of the DCBA members, will benefit
as participants in the race as well.
Contact the office if you’re so inclined
or check out dupagehumanrace.org for
information and registration, and lace
up the track shoes. It’s been noted that
InBrief’s car has a sticker reading “0.0”,
just in case anyone is asking.
Once again the Lawyers Lend
a Hand volunteers are making a
difference. On January 27, a hardy
group volunteered at the Northern
Illinois Food Bank, by sorting
and packing nutritious food for
distribution to local individuals in
need, just one of the many great
opportunities to give of yourself.
Other projects have included
playing cards and serving pizza at
the convalescent home, playing
basketball with kids at risk, the annual
coat and toy drives, and coming soon,

cooking a meal at the new Ronald
McDonald House in Winfield. If you
are interested in volunteering or have
other ideas for volunteer projects,
please contact Eddie Wollenberg at
630.668-2415.
Our DCBA People InBrief
continues to scoop the media outlets
for those news items about our
membership:
Heather Ryan has opened a new
office in downtown Naperville.
Meanwhile Nicholas J. Galasso
and Nicholas R. Galasso have
formed a firm, with new offices near
the courthouse. At the same time,
the Haskin, Corrigan firm has made
Bruno Tabis a name partner, with the
new entity known as Haskin, Corrigan
& Tabis.
Burke and Handley has
announced that Jordan C. Olejniczak
has joined the firm as an associate.
And InBrief has learned that Alycia
Fitz has joined Laura Urbik Kern in
her family law practice in Elmhurst.
On a Sad Note InBrief notes the
passing of two members of the DuPage
County Bar Association during the
month of January, who were not only
excellent lawyers, but outstanding
gentlemen in the practice. Michael
Galasso had served the community as
an attorney and jurist for many years,

and was immensely well respected.
Terry Mullen was a recipient of the
Ralph A. Gabric Award for Professional
Excellence, and a member of the
DCBA Board of Directors for many
years. Both are gone from our circles far
too early.
Isn’t that Super Although InBrief
and almost everyone already knew, we
have some really super lawyers here in
the DCBA. The new Super Lawyers
list is out, and DuPage has a bundle:
Ted Donner, Jim McCluskey, Ken
Clingen, David Sigale, Kathleen
Zellner, Vince DiTommaso, Vince
Cornelius, Terry Ekl, Joe Laraia,
Don Ramsell, and Glenn Gaffney.
Also Steve Botti, Debra Braselton,
Deborah Carder, Andy Cores,
Dion Davi, Umberto Davi, Brigid
Duffield, Joe Emmerth, and George
Frederick. More still: Danya Grunyk,
Kathryn Harry, Elliot Heidelberger,
Pat Hurley, Henry Kass, Lee
Marinaccio, Sean McCumber, and
Steve Mevorah. And then: Robin

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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Miller, Lynn Mirabella, David
Schaffer, Bill Scott, and Brad Pollock.
But InBrief must also include the
DuPage “Rising Stars” in tooting our
own horn: Andrew Murphy, Danya
Shakfeh, Earl Vergara, Tim Ritchey,
Mike Drabant, Natalia Kabbe,
Jennifer Burdette, Lisa Giese, Megan
Harris, Sharon Mulyk, Wendy
Musielak, Chantelle Porter, Jamie
Ryan, Hilary Sefton, Lindsay Stella,
Kiley Whitty, and Christa Winthers.
New Members InBrief welcomes
these new members to the DCBA:
New Attorney Members: Terry
W. Heady, Heady Law Office;
Ian Holzhauer, Law Office of Ian
Holzhauer; Michaelene M. Burke,
Rosanova & Whitaker, LTD.; Nora
Doherty, Steven B. Pearlman &
Associates; Steven Parise; James P.
Iovinelli, Beverly & Pause; Carolyn
J. Hager, Advocate Health Care;
Corinne N. Cozort; Edwin Trinta,
Trinta Legal Services; Kyle S. Blair,
Mulherin, Rehfeldt & Varchetto PC;
Randy W. Franklin, Franklin Law
Offices; Sarah M. Wilkins, Sarah
Wilkins Attorney at Law; Anne C.
Fung; Peter A. Pacione, Storino,
Ramello & Durkin; Michael F.
Sexton, Dykema Gossett PLLC;
John Buscemi, Alan H. Shifrin &
Associates, LLC; Kyle Delfin; Pamela
M. Valdes, Valdes Engineering
Company; Robert W. Harrer, The
Law Office of Robert W. Harrer; Kellie
Mazzarella; Gregory Scott Dierdorf;
Mike James Greco; Edward J.
Gonzalez, Gil Law Group. Affiliate
Member: Ann B. Fleming, Raymond
James & Associates. Student Member:
Kathleen A. Hernandez.□

CHUCK ROBERTS
CANDIDATE FOR ISBA BOARD OF GOVERNORS
EIGHTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
As new case filings in DuPage County continue to decrease and jury trials dwindle, the
economy remains challenging, competition among lawyers is increasing and an ever expanding
segment of the population participates in the judicial system without the benefit of counsel, the
challenges facing our membership have never been greater. The 27 member ISBA Board of
Governors is drawn from each area of the state. DuPage lawyers need a strong advocate on the
ISBA Board. I will bring proven leadership to the Board and ask for your vote in the March
2015 election. I am proud to have the following colleagues and Judges support me in my
candidacy for the Board of Governors.
Susan Alvarado
Joseph M. Beck
Erin N. Birt
Mark S. Bishop
Elizabeth Boddy
Stephen R. Botti
Robert D. Boyd
Joseph T. Bugos
Robert E. Byrne
Thomas E. Callum
Michael J. Chiero
Barbara A. Corrigan
Stephen J. Culliton
John F. Donahue
Edward R. Duncan, Jr.
Rodney W. Equi
Bryan S. Estes
Sally N. Fairbank
John L. Fay
Robert W. Funk
Katie Galanes
Nicholas J. Galasso
Joseph P. Glimco, III

Danya A. Grunyk
John D. Gutzke
Lyle B. Haskin
Terra Costa Howard
Danielle M. Jaeschke
Raleigh D. Kalbfleisch
Justin J. Karubas
Patrick C. Keeley
Victoria C. Kelly
Kathleen M. Kenny
Michael H. Kenny
Thomas G. Kenny
James J. Konetski
Mark E. Kowalczyk
John A. Lipinsky
Kevin M. Lyons
Lee A. Marinaccio
Brian R. McKillip
Mary E. McSwain
Steven H. Mevorah
Joseph F. Mirabella, Jr.
Patricia G. Murray
Cecilia Najera

Brian Nigohosian
Joseph P. O'Brien
Thomas V. O'Connor
William L. Opal
Christine M. Ory
Mitchell M. Peskin
Kenneth E. Poris
Elizabeth Reed
David F. Rolewick
Arthur W. Rummler
Thomas H. Ryerson
Anthony Sammarco
Sherby D. Scurto
Justin M. Smit
Jeremiah Stephan
William J. Stogsdill, Jr.
Will Stogsdill
Maureen Sullivan Taylor
Lawrence R. Surinak
Eva W. Tameling
William S. Thayer
Kate Vander Baan
Edward J. Walsh

The Law Firm of Momkus McCluskey, LLC has served the DuPage County
community for the past twenty-five years. The firm accepts referrals
and co-counsel relationships in the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commercial and General Civil Litigation
Business, Corporate and Transactional
Insurance Litigation and Coverage
Financing, Loans and Commercial Real Estate
Banking Law
Healthcare Law and Regulatory Compliance
Family Law
Estate Planning
Environmental Law
Employment
Appeals

For more information, please contact one of the firm’s members,
Ed Momkus, Jim McCluskey, Jim Marsh, Angelo Spyratos,
Kimberly Davis, or Jim Harkness.

1001 Warrenville Road, Suite 500, Lisle, IL 60532 • Tel: 630.434.0400 • Fax: 630.434.0444 • www.momlaw.com
221 North LaSalle Street, Suite 2050, Chicago, IL 60601 • Tel: 312.345.1955 • Fax: 312.419.1546 • www.momlaw.com

Run for Charity: DCBF Human Race
April 25, 2015
BY STEVEN MROCZKOWSKI

D

uPage County Bar Associa
tion members, non-members, family, and friends can
lend a hand to the DuPage County Bar
Foundation to raise money by coming out to run or walk in the DuPage
Human Race® on Saturday, April 25,
2015 at 9:00 a.m. The event will begin
at the Esplanade at Locust Point at
1901 W. Butterfield Road in Downers
Grove.
The DuPage Human Race® is a 5k
Run and 2 mile Fitness Walk event that

brings people together to support over
fifty charitable non-profit organizations serving DuPage County. Both the
running route and the walking route
are USA Track & Field sanctioned
courses. The 5k run is a timed event,
while the walk is not. Not a serious
runner? Don’t let that stop you from
contributing to a great cause. Dogs,
strollers, and wheelchairs are welcome
on the Fitness Walk route.
In its first three years, the
DuPage Human Race® has reached

over 3,600 people, over fifty charities, and has raised over $175,000.
The Race hopes to have 1800 participants this year. Help the DCBF
reach its 2015 fundraising goal of
$5,000 raised by registering for the
DuPage Human Race® today. Visit
dupagehumanrace.org and register
before the event fills up, designating
DuPage County Bar Foundation as
your team. The first 1,700 registrants
will receive a race day shirt. See you
on the course! □

Lawyers Lending a Hand
BY AZAM NIZAMUDDIN

H

unger and poverty: two
words which typically arise
in international affairs.
However, hunger and poverty are not
unique to global issues. Indeed, they
are problems that arise in our own
back yard here in DuPage County.
One of the unique aspects of the
DCBA membership is the opportunity to help out in local communities. One such event is the Lawyers
Lend a Hand event which took place
at the Northern Illinois Food Bank on
January 27, 2015.
The Northern Illinois Food
Bank is leading the Northern
Illinois community in solving
hunger by providing nutritious
meals to those in need through
innovative programs and partnerships. As a nonprofit organization

with a goal of solving hunger in
the 13-county service area, it relies on community partners – the
local food pantries and feeding programs, food manufacturers and retailers, companies, foundations and
individuals who share its vision of
combating hunger.
This year, lawyers and judges of
the DCBA assisted at the Geneva
branch of the food bank, including
Judge Paul Marchese who, along
with Eddie Wollenberg has been
spearheading these projects since the
inception of Lawyers Lend a hand.
Also helping out, criminal defense attorney Joseph Bugos was one of fifteen (15) lawyers helping to distribute much needed items for the food
bank. In fact, he and his wife Claire
Bugos both signed up as volunteers.

“One wouldn’t think there is a problem in these affluent areas, but there
is a tremendous need for food here”
said Mr. Bugos. Indeed, one may
be surprised to learn that the
Northern Illinois Food Bank provides nutritious food, innovative
feeding programs, and hope for
more than 71,000 people each week.
Others who participated in the event
included: Patti Burnhart, Karl
Csukor, Judge Brian Diamond,
Ret. Judge Pete Dockery, Terry
Einarson,
Monika
Hatten,
Cristiana Jacobs, Keith Jones,
Nancy King, Jay Laraia and his son,
Bridget O’Neill, Alyssa Rabulinski,
George Thomas, Eddie Wollenberg,
Jitten Yarbrough, and Carlton
Yoder. Thank you to everyone that
gave so generously of their time. □
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KENT A. GAERTNER
CANDIDATE FOR ISBA
BOARD OF GOVERNORS
EIGHTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
I’ve been active in the DuPage County Bar Association and the Illinois State Bar Association for over
thirty years. I have served in numerous offices and on numerous committees for both associations in my
career, including President of the DCBA and three terms on the ISBA Assembly. I am running for the
DuPage County seat on ISBA Board of Governors and I am asking for your vote.
IF ELECTED- I WILL WORK FOR YOU!!
•

I believe the members of the ISBA come first. Bar associations exist to assist their members in
running an efficient and profitable law practice. The ISBA needs to continue to provide programs
and services to facilitate member profitability.

•

I believe that the future of legal education in Illinois needs to be changed. Students are
graduating from Illinois law schools with massive student loans but with little practical
experience in practicing law. I will support the recommendations of the ISBA taskforce in this
ongoing effort.

•

We need to get our younger members more involved in the ISBA by continuing to offer
competitively priced MCLE opportunities for basic seminars and networking opportunities.
I am honored to have the fine attorneys and judges listed below agree to support me!

Chris Aiello
Angie Aliota
Susan Alvarado
Matthew Arnold
Elizabeth Bates
Katherine Haskins Becker
Ryan Biller
Robert Black
Brand Bobosky
Pat Bond
Robert Borla
George Bradshaw
Debra J. Braselton
Donna Craft Cain
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Dion Davi
Kim Davis
Scott Day
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Brigid Duffield
Patrick Edgerton

Terry Ekl
Joseph Emmerth
Joseph Fortunato
Jennifer Friedland
Glenn Gaffney
Mike Galasso
Connie Gessner
Robert Gibson
Lisa Giese
Neil T. Goltermann
Barry Greenberg
Juli Gumina
Christopher Hage
James Harkness
Terra Costa Howard
Pat Hurley
Carmel Huseman
Henry Kass
John Knobloch
Lynne Kristufek
Dick Kuhn
Jonathan Linnemeyer
Dorothy French Mallen
Zach Martel
Markus May
Tim Martin
Dennise McCann
Sean McCumber

Robert McNees
Mary McSwain
Kevin Millon
William Mohr
Gary Moore
Christina Morrison
Terry Mullen
Nick Nelson
Tom Newman
James Orel
Matt Pfeiffer
Don Phalen
Elizabeth Pope
Art Rummler
Richard K. Russo
Robert Schaller
William Scott
Jennifer Seaholm
Lawrence A. Stein
William Stogsdill
George Thomas
Angel Traub
Jerry Vinkler
Eric Waltmire
Bonnie M. Wheaton
Christa Winthers
David Winthers
Chris Zaruba
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FROM THE ARTICLES EDITOR

A Global View
BY DAVID N. SCHAFFER

O

nce again, I have the privilege of being the articles
editor for another edition of the award winning
DCBA Brief, formally known as The Journal of the
DuPage County Bar Association. With no small assistance
from my dedicated editor, Raleigh Kalbfleisch, I trust I have
assembled an interesting, eclectic mix of articles – half of
which have a global patina.
Tom Kantas presents a detailed, but comprehensible, analysis of the common fund doctrine in ERISA
cases after a pivotal US. Supreme Court Case on the
issue, U.S. Airways v. McCutchen. Before reading his article, I had no idea what the common fund doctrine
was. Now I do. One might get the impression from
reading Tom’s article that the Supremes are still not
sure.
I am sure that personal injury practitioners will be
clipping G. Grant Dixon III’s article on pleading willful and wanton conduct. Maybe someone will cite his
article in an appellate or at trial level brief arguing for
the trial judges to just “let go” and let the jury decide.
Next, Mahdis Azimi’s and my article on Obama’s
executive orders regarding immigration reform should
prove very enlightening. Instead of politically generated sound-bites from both sides of the aisle and from

A Fellow of both the American and
International Academies of Matrimonial
Lawyers, David concentrates in often
times esoteric domestic and international
matrimonial and child custody cases.
His firm, Schaffer Family Law, Ltd.,
is located in the historic Fifth Avenue
Station in Downtown Naperville,
Illinois. David is a former Chair of the
Illinois State Bar Association’s Family Law Section Council.
He also served as the Council’s newsletter editor. David
currently sits on the ISBA’s International and Immigration
Law Committee. His website, and less modest CV, can be
found at www.familylawltd.com.
conservative and liberal media alike, we have tried to
present what was actually accomplished, and what more
we need to accomplish in this area.
And to finish off the global patina half of this issue,
I humbly present my tips for anyone interested in practicing international matrimonial law.
Enjoy. □

The DCBA Brief is the Journal of the DuPage County Bar Association (“DCBA”). Unless otherwise stated, all content herein is the property of
the DCBA and may not be reprinted in whole or in part without the express permission of the DCBA. ©2015 DCBA. Opinions and positions
expressed in articles appearing in the DCBA Brief are those of the authors and not necessarily those of the DCBA or any of its members.
Neither the authors nor the publisher are rendering legal or other professional advice and this publication is not a substitute for the advice
of an attorney. Publication Guidelines: All submitted materials are subject to acceptance and editing by the Editorial Board of the DCBA Brief.
Material submitted to the DCBA Brief for possible publication must conform with the DCBA Brief’s Writers Guidelines which are available at
dcbabrief.org. Advertising and Promotions: All advertising is subject to approval. Approval and acceptance of an advertisement does not
constitute an endorsement or representation of any kind by the DCBA or any of its members. Contact information: All Articles, comments,
criticisms and suggestions should be directed to the editors at email@dcbabrief.org.
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The Abolition of the Common Fund
Doctrine in ERISA Cases:
Who Really Prevailed in
U.S. Airways v. McCutchen?
BY TOM K A NTAS

I

n U.S. Airways v. McCutchen, the United States Supreme Court addressed the applicability
of the Common Fund doctrine in personal injury lawsuits that involve ERISA liens. The
Supreme Court held that a plaintiff in a personal injury lawsuit may not assert the Common
Fund doctrine if the health insurance plan language clearly and unambiguously bars its reliance.
This article analyzes the McCutchen decision and provides an explanation of its practical consequences for practitioners confronted with an ERISA lien during the course of a personal injury
lawsuit.
Introduction: The common fund doctrine is an equitable remedy asserted by a plaintiff’s attorney to reduce the
amount of medical expenses that an injured plaintiff owes to
her health insurer at the conclusion of a personal injury lawsuit. A plaintiff possessing health insurance may direct the
health insurer to pay the medical providers before the case
settles. The plaintiff’s insurance policy obligates her to reimburse the health insurer for the medical payments advanced
while the case is pending because most personal injury settlements consist of compensation (in part) for medical expenses. The health insurer will accept a reduced reimbursement amount to compensate the attorney for securing the
settlement “fund” from which the insurer is repaid.1 The
rationale for the common fund doctrine is the equitable
principle of unjust enrichment providing that the insurer
should not receive cost-free the benefit of the attorney’s
services.2

1
2

20

The doctrine does not entitle the plaintiff’s attorney to any
additional compensation beyond that specified in the retainer
agreement and increases the plaintiff’s net recovery.
Boeing Co. v. Van Gemert, 444 U.S. 472 (1980).
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The Employee Retirement Income Security Act
(“ERISA”), a federal law enacted in 1974, regulates private businesses that provide employee benefits such as
a pension or health insurance.3 ERISA regulates health
insurance plans the employer self-funds.4 ERISA plans
typically contain a reimbursement provision that permits
the plan administrator to recoup medical payments it provided to an employee injured by third party negligence.5
In U.S. Airways v. McCutchen6 the Supreme Court considered the applicability of the common fund doctrine to a
reimbursement provision included in an ERISA-regulated
3

4

5
6

Yeseta v. Baima, 837 F.2nd 380, 383 (9th Circuit 1988)(ERISA was
intended to “protect participants in employee benefit plans
by establishing standards of conduct, responsibility, and
obligations for fiduciaries of employee benefits plans, and by
providing for appropriate remedies.”)
Pilot Life Ins. Co. v. Dedeaux, 481 U.S. 41, 44 (1987)(“ERISA
comprehensively regulates, among other things, employee
welfare benefit plans that…provide medical, surgical, or
hospital care.”)
Hotel Employees & Restaurant Employees International Union
Welfare Fund v. Gentner, 50 F.3rd 719 (9th Circuit 1995).
U.S. Airways, Inc. v. McCutchen, 133 S.Ct. 1537 (2013)

health insurance plan. Specifically,
Tom Kantas is a
any such action are beside the
McCutchen considered whether the
sole practitioner
point.”13
The Court rejected the
common fund doctrine applies in cases
concentrating in
Sereboffs’ claim that the action
“where the plan’s terms give it an absocivil and criminal
brought by Mid Atlantic was for a
lute right to full reimbursement.”7
litigation.
He
Sereboff and the ERISA
breach of contract and not subject
received
his
“Equitable” Lien: In Sereboff v. Mid
to equitable relief; it found that
undergraduate
8
Atlantic Medical Services, the United
“ERISA provides for equitable redegree from the
States Supreme Court resolved a lawlief to enforce plan terms, so the fact
University of Illinois, a graduate degree
suit brought by personal injury plainthat the action involves a breach
from the University of Chicago and
tiffs contending that the federal court
of contract can hardly be enough
his law degree from the Chicago-Kent
lacked jurisdiction to enforce the reto prove relief I s not equitable.”14
College of Law.
The Court characterized Mid
imbursement provision in an ERISAAtlantic’s claim as equitable because the claim “identified
regulated health insurance plan. The Sereboffs sustained
a particular fund…and a particular share of that fund to
personal injuries in an automobile collision and obtained
which [it] was entitled…impos[ing] on that portion a cona settlement from the third party tortfeasor. Mid Atlantic,
the health insurance plan administrator, filed suit in federal structive trust or equitable lien.”15 Sereboff failed to address
court to recover from the Sereboffs $74,869.37 in medical the district court’s order which reduced Mid Atlantic’s
share pursuant to the common fund doctrine as it relates to
expenses it paid on their behalf pursuant to a reimbursement provision in the policy for “all recoveries from a third an ERISA reimbursement provision; this failure produced
party (whether by lawsuit, settlement or otherwise.)”9 The a split in the federal circuit courts over the applicability of
circuit court upheld the district court’s ruling against the the common fund doctrine.16
U.S. Airways v. McCutchen: James McCutchen, a
Sereboffs and ordered them to reimburse Mid Atlantic the
medical expenses but reduced a portion of the repayment U.S. Airways employee, sustained personal injuries in a
amount to cover Mid Atlantic’s share of the attorneys’ fees 2007 auto collision. The health plan administrator paid
$68,866 on McCutchen’s behalf for related medical exand costs incurred to secure the settlement.10
The Supreme Court considered whether or not the penses. The tortfeasor paid the maximum amount of
order to reimburse Mid Atlantic constituted “appropri$10,000.00 under that automobile policy. McCutchen
ate equitable relief ” under the statute. Section 502(a)(3) received an additional $100,000, the maximum amount
of ERISA permits a plan administrator to file a federal available, in compensation from his insurance carrier.
lawsuit to “(A) enjoin any act or practice which violates McCutchen’s attorneys claimed contingent fees and costs
any provision of this subchapter or terms of the plan, or amounting to $44,000.00 leaving a remaining portion of
(B) to obtain other appropriate equitable relief (i) to re- $66,000.00.17
The reimbursement provision in McCutchen’s plan
dress such violations or (ii) to enforce any provisions of
this subchapter or the terms of the plan.”11 The Supreme obligated him to repay U.S. Airways “for amounts paid
Court affirmed the circuit court’s judgment because Mid for clams out of any monies recovered from the [third]
Atlantic “sought its recovery through a constructive trust party, including, but not limited to, your own insurance
or equitable lien on a specifically identified fund, not
company as the result of judgment, settlement or othfrom the Sereboffs’ assets generally, as would be the case
erwise.”18 U.S. Airways sued McCutchen under section
with a contract action at law.”12 The court classified Mid
Atlantic’s ERISA claim as an “equitable lien established 13 Sereboff, 547 U.S. at 368.
14 Sereboff, 547 U.S. at 363; emphasis in original.
by agreement” between the parties and determined that
15 Sereboff, 547 U.S. at 364.
any “equitable defenses the Sereborffs claim accompany
16 CGI Technologies & Solutions, Inc. v. Rose, 683 F.3d 1113 (C.A.9
7
8

McCutchen 133 S.Ct. at 1551.

9
10
11
12

Sereboff, 547 U.S. at 359.
Sereboff, 547 U.S. at 361.
29 U.S.C. § 1132(a)(3); emphasis added.
Sereboff, 547 U.S. at 363.

Sereboff v. Mid Atlantic Medical Services, Inc., 547 U.S. 356
(2006)

17
18

2012)(holding that the common fund doctrine applies to an
ERISA lien) with Zurich Am. Ins. Co. v. O’Hara, 604 F.3d 1232
(C.A.11 2010)(holding that the common fund doctrine does not
apply to an ERISA lien).
McCutchen, 133 S.Ct. at 1543.

McCutchen, 133 S.Ct. at 1543. This reimbursement
provision at issue was contained in the summary plan
description not in the plan itself and neither party
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502(a)(3) seeking “appropriate equitable relief ” to remeans holding the parties to their mutual promises.”26
cover $68,866—the entire amount of its claimed lien. McCutchen’s reliance on unjust enrichment and the
McCutchen’s attorneys escrowed $41,500 represent- common fund doctrine, were “’beside the point’ when
ing the amount left after a reduction for attorneys’ fees
parties demand what they bargained for in a valid agreepursuant to the common fund doctrine. McCutchen ment.”27 The court concluded that “[t]he [reimbursement] agreement becomes the
argued before the district court
measure of the parties’ equities;
that U.S. Airways was not entiso if a contract abrogates the comtled to any recovery despite the
mon-fund doctrine, the insurer is
reimbursement provision because
The
Employee
not unjustly enriched by claiming
“absent over-recovery on his part,
the benefit of its bargain.”28
U.S. Airways’ right to reimburseRetirement Income
The court then analyzed the
ment did not kick in [and that]
Security Act (“ERISA”),
substance of the actual reimburseU.S. Airways had to contribute
ment provision and concluded
its fair share to the costs he ina federal law enacted in
that while the common fund
curred to get his recovery.”19 The
district court found for U.S.
doctrine “cannot trump a reim1974, regulates private
Airways and ordered McCutchen
bursement provision [it] might
businesses
that
provide
to pay the entire amount claimed
aid in properly construing it.”29
McCutchen’s care plan “is silent
because the plan “clearly and
employee benefits such
on the allocation of attorneys’
unambiguously” provided for
as a pension or health
fees, and in those circumstances,
full reimbursement.20 The circuit court revered and held that
the common-fund doctrine proinsurance.
“a court must apply any ‘equitavides the appropriate default.”30
Only an explicit reimbursement
ble doctrines and defenses’ that
provision will displace the comtraditionally limited the relief
21
mon fund doctrine.31 The district
requested.” The circuit court
reasoned that the doctrine of unjust enrichment should
court erred when it found that the plan “clearly repulimit U.S. Airways’ claim to full reimbursement be- diated the common-fund rule.”32 Lacking a clear repudiation of the common fund rule, the Court notes that
cause McCutchen would receive “less than full payment
“[n]o one can doubt that the common fund rule would
for his medical bills [and] provide a ‘windfall’ to U.S.
Airways given its failure to ‘contribute to the cost of ob- govern here in the absence of a contrary agreement.”33
The court concluded that “[a] party would not typically
taining the third-party recovery.’”22
The Supreme Court determined that McCutchen’s expect or intend a plan saying nothing about attorneys’
assertion of the common fund doctrine, based on princfees to abrogate so strong and uniform a background
ples of unjust enrichment, amounted to “improperly
rule [and] that means a court should be loath to read
mixing and matching rules from different equitable
such a plan in that way.”34
23
The dissent rejected the court’s conclusion that “[b]
boxes.” The Court held that when analyzing “an equitable lien by agreement, the terms of the ERISA plan
ecause that term does not advert to the costs of recovgovern.”24 The “equitable lien by agreement” asserted
ery, it is properly read to retain the common-fund docunder ERISA “arises from and serves to carry out a
trine.”35 The dissent concluded that the court’s analysis
25
contract’s provision.” Federal courts may not apply
the common fund doctrine because “enforcing the lien
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

22

referenced the precise plan language.

McCutchen, 133 S.Ct. at 1544.
McCutchen, 133 S.Ct. at 1544.
McCutchen, 133 S.Ct. at 1544.
McCutchen, 133 S.Ct. at 1544.
McCutchen, 133 S.Ct. at 1546.
McCutchen, 133 S.Ct. at 1551.
McCutchen, 133 S.Ct. at 1546.
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26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

McCutchen, 133 S.Ct. at 1546.
McCutchen, 133 S.Ct. at 1546.
McCutchen, 133 S.Ct. at 1548.
McCutchen, 133 S.Ct. at 1548.
McCutchen, 133 S.Ct. at 1548.
McCutchen, 133 S.Ct. at 1551.
McCutchen, 133 S.Ct. at 1549.
McCutchen, 133 S.Ct. at 1550.
McCutchen, 133 S.Ct. at 1550.
McCutchen, 133 S.Ct. at 1551.

of the reimbursement clause was unnecessary because
it “granted certiorari on a question that presumed the
contract’s terms were unambiguous…[and] has no business deploying against petitioner an argument that was
neither preserved…nor fairly included within the question presented.”36
Handling ERISA Liens after McCutchen: During
oral argument, the Justices raised the very real concern
that some lawyers may not wish to devote a portion of
their practice to pro bono collection work on behalf of
a health insurer. 37 The attorney for U.S. Air suggested
that, before filing suit against the tortfeasor, lawyers
attempt to reach an agreement with the insurer about
reimbursement.38 Such an agreement may induce an attorney to prosecute a case she was otherwise hesitant to
accept and would allow the insurer a cost-free method
of recouping a portion of its medical expenses.
Given McCutchen’s limited rejection of the common fund doctrine, a plaintiff’s attorney should always
verifty if the client has coverage under an ERISA based
health plan and proceed as follows: First, carefully assess the strength of the case and determine an approximate, realistic amount of potential recovery. Second,
request immediately from the health plan administrator
the specific reimbursement provision contained within
the plan itself and do not rely on the summary plan
description provided by your client or the insurer. As
McCutchen makes clear, only a reimbursement provision that vitiates clearly the common fund doctrine will
permit full recovery of paid medical expenses. Third,
attempt to secure a written agreement with the health
plan administrator that specifies the exact terms of reimbursement before filing suit.
This analysis does not explain why an insurer would
agree preemptively to a reduced reimbursement amount
when the Supreme Court has ruled explicitly that federal judges are powerless to order such a reduction in
cases where the plan language clearly and unambiguously abrogates the common fund doctrine. McCutchen,
therefore, represents a paradox to ERISA-based health
insurers. As a result of their effort to maximize reimbursement from their most severely injured beneficiaries, health insurers may now no longer receive cost-free
36

37
38

reimbursement from less valuable cases some that attorneys may deem not worth the effort. How the health
insurance industry will respond to this Pyrrhic victory
remains to be seen.
Conclusion: McCutchen addresses thoroughly the
impact of an ERISA lien on the common fund doctrine in a personal injury lawsuit. This article provided
background on this issue, an analysis of the holding in
McCutchen and practical suggestions that will enable
attorneys to manage an ERISA lien more effectively.
Given the significant number of ERISA beneficiaries,
lawyers should ensure familiarity with this opinion and
understand its requirements.39 □
39

The Department of Labor “oversees approximately 718,000
private sector plans covering more than 86 million active
participants and holding over $4.7 trillion in assets.” U.S.
Department of Labor Fact Sheet, October 2011.

McCutchen, 133 S.Ct. at 1551. Justice Scalia is correct
that if the specific plan language itself was ambiguous
the lower courts presumably would have resolved that
issue—likely in McCutchen’s favor.
U.S. Airways v. McCutchen, Supreme Court Case No. 11-12852012,
Oral Argument Page 21 (November 27, 2012).
Id.
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You Don’t Know It When You See It:
Pleading Requirements for Willful
and Wanton Conduct
BY G. GR A NT DIXON III

II

n trying to define a test for whether certain materials were lurid, Unites States Supreme Court
Justice Potter Stewart famously said, “I know it when I see it.”1 The argument presented by
n trying to define a test for whether certain materials were lurid, Unites States Supreme Court
Justice Stewart at the same time both defined a boundary and highlighted the lack of one.
Justice Potter Stewart famously said, “I know it when I see it.” 1 The argument presented by
In personal injury cases, litigants seeking to plead willful and wanton conduct are often faced
Justice Stewart at the same time both defined a boundary and highlighted the lack of one.
with a similar dilemma. Judges claim they know what willful and wanton conduct is when they
In personal injury cases, litigants seeking to plead willful and wanton conduct are often faced
see it and often strike properly-pleaded complaints because it isn’t “it”. This leaves the pleading
with a similar dilemma. Judges claim they know what willful and wanton conduct is when they
attorney with no guidance and lots of uncertainty.
see it and often strike properly-pleaded complaints because it isn’t “it”. This leaves the pleading
1
Jacobelliswith
v. Ohio,no
378guidance
U.S. 174 (1964).
attorney
and lots of uncertainty.
As will be shown below, pleading requirements for
willful and wanton conduct are liberal, generous and
pleadings should rarely be stricken. However, practical experience shows that judges frequently – dare we say usually – strike allegations because the case before them does
not meet their individual threshold.2
Two Kinds of Willful and Wanton. Willful and
wanton is not a separate and independent tort.3 It has
been called an aggravated form of negligence, regarded
as a hybrid between negligent and intentionally tortious
conduct.4 Under the facts of one case, willful and wanton acts may be only a few degrees more than negligence,
1

Jacobellis v. Ohio, 378 U.S. 174 (1964).

2

Willful and wanton conduct is not the same as punitive
damages; they might serve as a basis for these damages, but
need not be so. This article will concern itself only with pleading
requirements.
Ziarko v. Soo Line R.R. Co., 161 Ill. 2d 267, 274 (1994).
Sparks v. Starks, 367 Ill. App. 3d 834, 837 (1st Dist. 2006).

3
4
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while under the facts of another case, willful and wanton acts may be only a few degrees less than intentional
wrongdoing.5
Illinois recognizes two varieties of willful and wanton
conduct, intentional and reckless.6 The only factor distinguishing the two is the actor’s mental state.7 Intentional
willful and wanton conduct is committed with “actual” or
“deliberate” intent to harm.8 By contrast, reckless willful
and wanton conduct falls between actual intent and negligence.9 Reckless willful and wanton conduct contemplates
more than mere inadvertence, incompetence, or unskillfulness.10 Importantly, ill will is not required, but the party
committing the reckless willful and wanton act or failure
5
6
7
8
9
10

Ziarko, 161 Ill.2d at 275-76.
Poole v. City of Rolling Meadows, 167 Ill. 2d 41, 48 (1995)
Kirwan v. Lincolnshire-Riverwoods Fire Protection Dist., 349 Ill.
App. 3d 150, 155 (2d Dist. 2004).
Illinois Pattern Jury Instructions, Civil, No. 14.01 (1995).
Poole, 167 Ill. 2d at 47.
Geimer v. Chicago Park District, 272 Ill. App. 3d 629, 637 (1995).

to act “‘must be conscious of his conG. Grant Dixon
conduct in Illinois courts, a plainduct, and, though having no intent
III is the founder of
tiff must also allege facts which, if
to injure, must be conscious, from his
Dixon Law Office,
proven, show a) a deliberate intenknowledge of the surrounding circumOakbrook Terrace
tion to harm or b) an utter indifstances and existing conditions, that his
and La Grange. A
ference to or conscious disregard
conduct will naturally and probably retrial lawyer over
for the plaintiff’s safety.21 The same
11
actions may be done negligently
sult in injury.’”
20 years, Grant
The Illinois Supreme Court and
or with willful and wanton disrerepresents plaintiffs
Illinois legislature has defined reckgard.22 Allegations for willful and
in all forms of personal injury and
wanton conduct will not fail simless willful and wanton conduct as
wrongful death. John received his J.D.
ply because they mirror those in a
conduct committed with “utter indiffrom The John Marshall Law School and
count for negligence and merely
ference” to or “conscious disregard”
his undergraduate degree from Indiana
change the state of mind.23
for the safety of others,12 sometimes
University.
What constitutes willful and
called a “reckless disregard” for the
wanton conduct depends greatly on the facts of each case
safety of others.13 Utter indifference or conscious disregard for the safety of others may be inferred from the and is within the particular province of a jury to connature of the conduct at issue.14 In American National
sider.24 The Illinois Supreme Court has warned against
Bank15, the Supreme Court provided two examples of
strictly defining willful and wanton conduct because
conduct from which “reckless disregard” for the safety of whether conduct amounts to willful and wanton beothers can be inferred. The first is “a failure, after knowlhavior is a matter of degree.25 The issue of whether acts
constitute willful and wanton conduct is a question of
edge of impending danger, to exercise ordinary care to
16
prevent it.” The second is “a failure to discover danger fact for a jury; a court may decide as a matter of law
through recklessness or carelessness when it could have only whether willful and wanton behavior is sufficiently
been discovered by the exercise of ordinary care.”17
pled.26
Examples of Approved Willful and Wanton
Pleading Willful and Wanton Conduct is
Sometimes Required. Three scenarios require a plaintiff Pleading. Allegations that defendant motorist drove at
to allege that a defendant’s behavior amounted to willful excessive rate of speed in rain and did so while exhibiting
and wanton conduct. First, when the plaintiff is a hitch- utter indifference to or conscious disregard for his safety
hiker and, specifically, a guest passenger in the defendant’s and safety of others sufficiently alleged willful and wanton
conduct.27 The Krivitskie court noted “‘it is the exceptional
automobile.18 Second, when the plaintiff is a trespasser
and the defendant is the owner or occupier of the premcase wherein it can be said that the question of wilful and
19
ises. Third, when a statute limits liability to cases where wanton misconduct on the part of a driver is not a questhe defendant’s conduct is willful and wanton, such as the
tion of fact for the jury.’”28
Other cases agree with the Krivitskie court’s concluLocal Governmental and Governmental Employees Tort
sion. For example, in Klatt v. Commmonwealth Edison
Immunity Act.20
Standards for Pleading Willful and Wanton
Co.29, the Illinois Supreme Court held it was for the jury
Conduct. To sufficiently plead willful and wanton
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Kirwan, 349 Ill. App. 3d at 155, quoting Bartolucci v. Falleti, 382 Ill.
168, 174 (1943)).
Pfister v. Shusta, 167 Ill.2d 417, 421 (1995); 745 Ill.Comp.Stat. §
10/1–210
American National Bank & Trust Co. v. City of Chicago, 192 Ill.2d
274, 285 (2000).
Kirwan, 349 Ill. App. 3d at 156, citing Doe v. Calumet City, 161 Ill.2d
374, 391 (1994)
192 Ill.2d 274, 285 (2000).
Id.
Id.
625 Ill.Comp.Stat. § 5/10-201.
Rodriguez v. Norfolk & W. Ry. Co., 228 Ill. App. 3d 1024 (1st Dist.
1992).
745 Ill.Comp.Stat. § 10/1-210.
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22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Kirwan, 349 Ill. App. 3d at 155-56 (emphasis added). See also
Morris ex rel. Morris v. Williams, 359 Ill.App.3d 383 (4th Dist. 2005);
Brugger v. Joseph Academy, Inc., 326 Ill.App.3d 328, 334 (1st Dist.
2001).
Block v. Lohan Associates, Inc., 269 Ill. App. 3d 745 (1st Dist. 1993).
Id.
Murray v. Chicago Youth Center, 224 Ill. 2d 213, 245 (2007);
Sprague v. Commonwealth Edison Co., 59 Ill.App.3d 342, 346 (1st
Dist. 1978).
O’Brien v. Township High School District 214, 83 Ill.2d 462, 469
(1980).
Leja v. Community Unit School District 300, 2012 IL App (2d)
120156, ¶ 11.
Krivitskie v. Cramlett, 301 Ill. App. 3d 705, 708-09 (2d Dist. 1998).
Id. at 709, quoting Hatfield v. Noble, 41 Ill. App. 2d 112, 119 (1963).
33 Ill.2d 481, 488 (1965).
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to decide whether driving on the shoulder of road on
In Straub v. City of Mt. Olive36, the plaintiff tripped
a rainy day and then swerving into traffic was willful over an unmarked baling wire, supporting a young
and wanton. In Captain v. Saviano30, a jury question tree, that was attached from the tree to a stake in the
was presented as to whether the defendant acted will- ground.37 The court held allegations that “(1) the City
knew of the danger associated with the support wire and
fully and wantonly where evidence showed he drove excessively fast at night, on the wrong side of the street, (2) it knew other individuals had tripped or fallen over
and without changing direction struck a nine-year-old the wire” sufficiently pled the City’s willful and wanton
misconduct.38
boy who was a few feet from the
31
In
Hill
v.
Galesburg
curb. In Baumgardner v. Boyer , it
was for the jury to decide whether a
Community Unit School District
motorist’s conduct was willful and
20539, plaintiff was injured when
To
sufficiently
plead
a beaker exploded while he was
wanton where evidence showed
performing an experiment in
he disregarded warning signs and
willful and wanton
chemistry class. The court held
failed to stop at an intersection,
conduct in Illinois
the complaint sufficiently pled
saw the plaintiff’s automobile a
willful and wanton conduct by algood distance before approaching
courts, a plaintiff must
leging “the teacher (1) had actual
the intersection, and without givalso
allege
facts
which,
knowledge that [the plaintiff ]
ing warning drove his automobile
was performing the experiment
into the intersection at high rate of
if
proven,
show
a)
a
without wearing eye protection,
speed and rear-ended the plaintiff.
(2) had actual knowledge of the
In a wrongful death action against
deliberate intention
dangers of performing the experparamedics employed by a fire protecto harm or b) an utter
iment, and (3) consciously distion district, the plaintiff sufficiently
regarded [the plaintiff ’s] safety
pled willful and wanton conduct by
indifference to or
by permitting him to participate
alleging “despite defendants’ knowlconscious
disregard
for
in the experiment without eye
edge prior to their arrival on the scene
protection.”40
that decedent was having difficulty
the plaintiff’s safety.
In Muellman v. Chicago Park
breathing and her throat was closing
District41, plaintiff was injured
due to an allergic reaction, and despite
when she stepped on an open pipe
their training and standard operating
in Grant Park. The court held eviprocedures and accepted emergency
practices, they waited between seven and eight minutes to dence supported the defendant acted willfully and wanadminister two of the necessary medications and never ad- tonly where evidence showed the defendant’s employees
knew of uncovered pipes, but painted bright orange
ministered the third.”32 The court reasoned these “allegations, if proven, could be sufficient to show that defendants only those pipes that had the potential to damage their
were aware of impending danger to decedent and failed to
mowing equipment, not those upon which the general
exercise ordinary care to prevent it, thereby acting with reckpublic could walk and be injured.42 The court reasoned
less disregard for her safety.”33 The court found it was unnec- the defendant was aware of an existing dangerous conessary for the complaint to allege “particular standard oper- dition and took steps to protect itself but consciously
ating procedures” that defendants allegedly violated.34 It was disregarded the safety of others by doing nothing to
sufficient to specify “the ways in which defendants violated protect them. 43
the standard operating procedures.”35
30
31
32
33
34
35
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335 Ill. App. 125 (1st Dist. 1948).
320 Ill. App. 438 (1st Dist. 1943).
Kirwan, 349 Ill. App. 3d at 157.
Id.
Id.
Id.
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36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

240 Ill. App. 3d 967 (4th Dist. 1993)
Id. at 970.
Id. at 978.
346 Ill. App. 3d 515 (3d Dist. 2004).
Id. at 517.
233 Ill. App. 3d 1066, 1066-67 (1st Dist. 1992).
Id. at 1069.
Id.

In Benhart, the plaintiff alleged she was injured by
the defendant’s intentional removal of a safety feature,
nonskid strips, from a wave pool, and such removal was
a conscious disregard of defendant’s knowledge that
the protection the strips previously provided would be
absent.44 The court found that these allegations adequately alleged the defendant’s willful and wanton conduct. Id.
These cases do provide some guidance. First, intent
is not required. Second, no malice is required to sustain a willful and wanton conduct count. Third, pleading actual knowledge of the defendant and disregard
of a rule, regulation or safety concern should provide
enough foundation for a pleading alleging of willful
and wanton conduct. But even without actual knowledge, pleading that a defendant has proceeded with
knowledge of the danger should suffice as well.
But Maybe Not…Despite the consistency in the
above cases, some courts have taken a different view.
These cases help make the pleading water murky. For
example, in Leja v. Community Unit School District
30045, plaintiff was injured by a volleyball net crank on
a school’s grounds that snapped back. The complaint
failed to sufficiently allege willful and wanton conduct despite alleging the school’s knowledge the crank
tended to snap back.46 Additional allegations were necessary to permit an inference the school was on notice
of a high risk of injury posed by the crank. Also, allegations that warning labels on the crank were insufficient
to create such notice, and allegations the school failed
to instruct the student to use the crank in accordance
with the label could not amount to willful and wanton
conduct.47
Willful and wanton conduct was inadequately alleged where a plaintiff was injured by colliding with a
goal post during a football game because there were no
allegations that the defendant had notice of prior injuries as a result of the goal post structure.48 In Ramos v.
Waukegan Community Unit School District No. 6049, the
plaintiff was injured while jumping on a rope on a sidewalk at the direction of a teacher. The court held allegations of a cracked and uneven sidewalk were insufficient
44
45
46
47
48
49

218 Ill. App. 3d at 555.
2012 IL App (2d) 120156.
Id. at ¶¶ 9 and 13.
Id. at ¶¶ 15-16.
Bialek v. Moraine Valley Community College School District, 267 Ill.
App. 3d 857, 865 (1st Dist. 1994).
188 Ill. App. 3d 1031, 1039 (2d Dist. 1989).

to state a cause of action for willful and wanton conduct
because the plaintiff did not allege facts showing why
the sidewalk was unreasonably dangerous.50 In Floyd v.
Rockford Park District51, a public entity’s violation of its
own internal rules was not proof of negligence, let alone
willful and wanton conduct.
These cases, and nearly all that affirm the striking
of a willful and wanton conduct count on pleading
grounds, involve governmental entities. The pleading
requirements for these entities include additional factors and, therefore, courts apparently tend to strike
these counts more often. There might be public policy issues involved as well. Therefore the pleading rules
derived from these cases might be questioned. At best,
these cases make an exact formulation of pleading willful and wanton conduct untenable.
Guidelines for Proper Pleading. While there is
no bright line that gives a pleading attorney absolute
clarity, two guiding principles emerge from the review.
First, courts must be mindful of the fact that it is for the
jury to determine whether the conduct rises to the level
of willful and wanton conduct. Judges are not to substitute their experience or personal beliefs about whether
they believe the conduct rises to the level of proof necessary. Rather, the courts are only to evaluate the pleading to determine if the alleged conduct is sufficient and
might rise to the level of willful and wanton conduct
before a jury.
Second, willful and wanton conduct is not equivalent to intentional conduct. Illinois recognizes non-intentional conduct that can be willful and wanton conduct. Malice is not required. Anger is not required. In
fact, knowledge of the acting party is not even required
(though acting in the face of that knowledge certainly
helps prove willful and wanton conduct). All the cases
require is the pleading of basic, simple facts that might
be a basis for the claim. Those facts can be identical to
facts pled in a claim for negligence.
With these principles in mind, a careful pleader and
considerate court can properly navigate the pleading
rules and allow the decision about whether the conduct
was sufficient to be left in the hands of the jury, where it
belongs. □
50
51

Id. at 1039.
355 Ill. App. 3d 695, 702 (2d Dist. 2005).
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It’s all in the Details: A Review of the
2014 Immigration Executive Orders
BY M AHDIS A ZIMI A ND DAV ID N. SCH AFFER

T

he authors of this article shall elaborate on the details of some of the new programs and reforms
emanating from President Obama’s executive orders regarding immigration so as to provide
guidance and more information to potential clients and practitioners, both those within immigration law and other areas of law.
Expansion of the Provisional Waiver Program. To
many in the field of immigration law, the expansion of the
provisional waiver program is the real stand out of President
Obama’s executive actions.1 It is a clear sign of the administration’s understanding and promotion of the value of
family unity.
Under current law, undocumented immigrants who
are the spouse and children of U.S. citizens and lawful
permanent residents must leave the country and conduct an interview at a consular office abroad in order to
obtain family-based immigrant visas.2 Unfortunately,
depending on how long the individuals have been in
the United States unlawfully, a departure could subject
them to entrance bars of three or ten years.3 However,
an individual could bypass the applicable bar if they
could demonstrate that imposed absence from the
United States would cause extreme hardship to a U.S.
citizen or lawful permanent resident spouse or parent.4
1
2
3
4
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Expansion of the Provisional Waiver Program, November 20,
2014, Memorandum from the Secretary of the Department of
Homeland Security.
Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) § 212(a)(9)(B)(i), 9 U.S.C. §
1182(a)(9)(B)(i).
INA § 212(a)(9)(B)(i), 9 U.S.C. § 182(a)(9)(B)(i).
INA § 212(a)(9)(B)(v), 8 U.S.C. 1182(a)(9)(B)(v).
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There was one catch though: applying for this waiver
would have to be done after a departure.5
In January 2013, the Department of Homeland
Security (“DHS”) allowed statutorily eligible individuals
to apply to the United States Citizenship and Immigration
Services agency (“USCIS”) for waivers of the three and ten
year bars prior to departing abroad for their consular interviews, with reassurance that they would be able to return to their families after a successful consular interview.6
Up until now, this provisional waiver applied solely to the
spouses and minor children of U.S. citizens. With the new
executive action, this program will be expanded to the
spouses and children of lawful permanent residents and to
the adult children of U.S. citizens and lawful permanent
residents. 7
In addition to this change, USCIS has also been directed to clarify the vague definition of “extreme hardship”
5
6
7

Expansion of the Provisional Waiver Program, November 20,
2014, Memorandum from the Secretary of the Department of
Homeland Security.
See Provisional Unlawful Presence Waivers of Inadmissibility for
Certain Immediate Relatives, Fed. Reg. 78-2, 551 (Jan. 3, 2013).
Expansion of the Provisional Waiver Program, November 20,
2014, Memorandum from the Secretary of the Department of
Homeland Security.

as it applies to the extreme hardship
Mahdis Azimi
action for a period of two years and
standard that must be met to apply
currently works
would receive work authorization
for this waiver.8 No statute defines
with Schaffer
as well.14 On June 5, 2014, USCIS
this phrase and federal courts have
announced that DACA recipients
Family Law, Ltd.
not been able to provide a substancould request renewals of their
She received her
9
tial definition through case law.
DACA status for an additional two
Bachelor of Arts
Providing a more descriptive and
years.15
from the University
The 2014 DACA-related execdetailed definition would give muchof Illinois-Chicago
utive actions included a removal of
needed guidance to beneficiaries,
and her Juris Doctor from Loyola
the age cap, extension of the DACA
families, and attorneys.
University Chicago School of Law.
period and work authorization, and
The Heavy Hitter: Deferred
Her personal and professional interests
an adjustment of the date-of-enAction Expansions. The initial
include the areas of family law, familytry requirement.16 The age cap was
Deferred Action for Childhood
based immigration, and asylum &
removed so as to make it so that all
Arrivals (“DACA”) program, estabrefugee law.
otherwise eligible immigrants who
lished in 2012, allowed young unentered the United States by the reqauthorized individuals who’d come
A Fellow of both
uisite entry date before the age of 16
here as children to get temporary
the American and
could apply.17 The DACA and acprotection from removal and work
companying work authorization peInternational
permits. 600,000 of the 1.2 million
riod will now be for three-year increAcademies of
immigrants eligible for the original
ments and these changes will apply
Matrimonial
DACA program have benefited from
to all first-time applications as well as
Lawyers, David
the Obama administration’s 2012
applications for renewal that are efconcentrates in
executive action.10
The 2014 executive orders will
fective on November 24, 2014.18 The
domestic and
date-of-entry requirement has also
expand on both the DACA benefits
international matrimonial and child
11
been changed from June 15, 2007 to
and list of beneficiaries. Deferred
custody cases. David received his B.A. in
Action is a form of prosecutorial
January 1, 2010. 19
Psychology from the University of Illinois
The biggest expansion of
discretion by which an individual’s
and J.D. from Indiana University
Deferred Action is the expanding of
case will be deprioritized for huSchool of Law, Bloomington, Indiana.
the program and its benefits to unmanitarian reasons, administrative
His firm is located in Naperville.
documented parents of children who
convenience, or in the interest of
the Department’s overall enforcement mission. Deferred are either U.S. citizens or lawful permanent residents of
Action is legally available so long as it is granted on a case- the United States who have 1) continuously resided in the
United States since before January 1, 2010, 2) are physby-case manner.12
The 2012 DACA program originally allowed for deically present in the United States as of the date of this
ferred action on a case-by-case basis for those under the memorandum, 3) and are not an enforcement priority
age of 31 as of June 15, 2012, who entered the United under current policies of the Obama administration.20 All
in all, the White House expects that about 4.3 million unStates before June 5, 2007 as children under the age of
documented immigrants could be affected by these two
16, and who met specific educational and public safety
13
criteria. DACA recipients would receive deferred deferred action programs.21
8
9
10
11
12
13

Id.
See Provisional Unlawful Presence Waivers of Inadmissibility for
Certain Immediate Relatives, Fed. Reg. 78-2, 551 (Jan. 3, 2013).
Obama’s Huge New Immigration Plan, Explained, Vox, November
21,
2014.
http://www.vox.com/2014/11/20/7250255/
immigration-reform-obama-executive-action.
Obama’s Huge New Immigration Plan, Explained, Vox, November
21, 2014.
Obama’s Huge New Immigration Plan, Explained, Vox.
Id.
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Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Obama’s Huge New Immigration Plan, Explained, Vox.
Id.
Id.
Obama’sHugeNewImmigrationPlan,Explained,Vox,November21,
2014. http://www.vox.com/2014/11/20/7250255/immigrationreform-obama-executive-action.
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Secure Communities: Good Bye and Good consisted of mostly unaccompanied children and
Riddance to S-Comm. The Secure Communities pro- adults with children.31 The Obama Administration
gram, unaffectionately nicknamed S-Comm by many swiftly stemmed some of this immigration in May 2014
immigration attorneys, students, and activists, has been and used an executive action to further elaborate on
the changes that would be made to Southern border
discontinued by one of the latest executive action or22
security.32
ders. The goal of the Secure Communities program was
to identify and facilitate the removal of criminal immiThis order commissioned three different Joint Task
grants in the custody of state and local law enforcement Forces to focus on new approaches to the immigration
agencies.23 Under the program, Immigration and Customs
occurring through the Southern Border.33 This order
Enforcement (“ICE”) would place requests for detention is broken down into specific objectives, none of which
with state and local law enforcement agencies so as to hold
include increasing training for border agents, especially
an individual beyond the point at which
with regards to questioning potential
they would otherwise be released.24
asylum applicants at the border.
This program was widely criticized by
A November 2014 complaint filed
state and local law enforcement officials
by
many
human rights organizations,
In general,
across the country and was rejected by a
including Chicago’s own National
removal policies
number of federal courts under Fourth
Immigrant Justice Center, was filed
25
Amendment grounds.
with the Department of Homeland
prioritize threats
S-Comm is being replaced by
Security’s Office of Civil Rights and
the Priority Enforcement Program
Civil Liberties. Plaintiffs cited serious
to national
(“PEP”).26 Under this new program,
due process and civil rights violations;
security,
public
ICE will replace S-Comm’s detainer
specifically, the complaint stated that
program with a new method, requests
border agents routinely intimidate
safety, and border
for notification. These will be reand deport refugees.34 Also, the comsecurity.
plaint alleges that agents ignore indiquests that state or local law enforceviduals with expressed fear of returnment notify ICE of a pending release
ing to their home countries instead of
during the time that the person is
27
following U.S. immigration law and
otherwise in custody. However, even
under PEP there will be instances where ICE can issue referring them to asylum officers for credible fear ina request for detention instead of sending a request for
terviews.35 This practice is impacting migrants coming
28
into the Southern Border and, as is summarized in the
notification. Specifically, this will be the case in special circumstances where the person is subject to a final complaint, denying individuals a credible fear interorder of removal or if there is sufficient probable cause view, which is an interview given to those who believe
to find that the person is a removable alien.29
they can qualify for asylee immigration benefits and/
Southern Border and Approaches. Illegal migraor who have fear of persecution in their home country.
tion into the United States peaked in 2000 but recently Depending on the case at hand, this can be a potentially
there has been an unprecedented spike along the South
fatal decision for an individual.
30
Texas border. The majority of this migration came
With the recent incidents of migration by unacfrom Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador and
companied minors, the gang and political violence terrorizing Central America, and the massacre of students
and discovery of mass graves in Mexico, efforts should
22 Secure Communities, November 20, 2014, Memorandum from
be made to protect our borders while also protecting
the Secretary of the Department of Homeland Security.
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
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Id.
Id.
Secure Communities, November 20, 2014.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Southern Border and Approaches Campaign, November 20,
2014, Memorandum from the Secretary of the Department of
Homeland Security.
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Id.
Id.
Southern Border and Approaches Campaign, November 20, 2014.
Border Patrol Unlawfully Deporting Potential Asylum Seekers, Al
Jazeera English, November 21, 2014, http://america.aljazeera.
com/opinions/2014/11/border-patrol-agentsunlawfuldeportat
ionasylumseekers.html.
Id.

refugees with credible fears of harm in their home countries. The complete lack of a response-this complaint
was filed a week before the immigration announcement
on November 20th from the Obama administration is
enough to show that there is still work to be done in
terms of immigration reform.
Establishing Modified Civil Enforcement
Policies for Deportation. In general, removal policies
prioritize threats to national security, public safety, and
border security. 36The vagueness of these classifications
has proven troublesome for immigrants and nonimmigrants, attorneys, and government officials. With the
new wave of orders comes guidance on what falls into
the priority classifications. There are two main priority
classifications for determining who should be removed
under prosecutorial discretion. 37
Priority 1 includes the aforementioned threats to
national security, border security, and public safety.38
This specifically includes: aliens engaged in suspected
terrorism; aliens attempting to unlawfully enter the
United States; aliens convicted of offenses for which
an element was active participation in a criminal street
gang; aliens who are no younger than 16 and intentionally participated in illegal organized criminal gang
activities; aliens convicted of a felony, as classified by
the convicting jurisdiction (unless the offense is one for
which an essential element is the alien’s immigration
status); and aliens convicted of an aggravated felony as
defined by INA Section 101(a)(43) at the time of the
conviction.39
Priority 2 includes those convicted of certain misdemeanors and new immigration violators.40 Specifically,
this classification includes: aliens convicted of three or
more misdemeanor offenses (other than minor traffic
offenses or state or local offenses for which the immigration status was an essential element of the crime); aliens
convicted of significant misdemeanors, such as domestic violence, sexual abuse or exploitation, burglary, etc.;
aliens who are apprehended within the U.S. after unlawfully entering or re-entering the U.S. who cannot establish that they have been continuously present within
the U.S. since January 1, 2014; and aliens who, based on
judgments, by immigration officials, have significantly
36
37
38
39
40

Policies for the Apprehension, Detention, and Removal of
Undocumented Witnesses, November 20, 2014, Memorandum
from the Secretary of the Department of Homeland Security.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.

abused the visa or visa waiver programs.41
Call for Action: A Conclusion. President Obama
has been criticized and praised throughout his presidency for immigration-related actions or lack thereof.
He has been mocked and nicknamed “the Deporter in
Chief ” for his unprecedented deportation record. He
has also been praised for his work on issuing DACA
and, of course, this new wave of orders. This series of
orders are certainly a step forward for activists, immigrants, nonimmigrants, and attorneys. However, this
progress is just the tip of the comprehensive immigration reform iceberg.
It is well-established that the odds of prevailing in
court are far better for an individual who has the assistance of an attorney. On the other hand, the government is under no obligation to provide legal counsel to
the indigent in immigration court proceedings. While
there has been a call for pro bono and legal aid volunteers across the United States, the numbers are still
dismal. It is also the opinion of the authors that more
immigration court reform is necessary. Courtrooms are
understaffed both in terms of judges and legal workers,
overstretched by their caseloads, and forced to reduce
trials to, in some cases, a duration of mere minutes. The
system both can be and should be better. It is easy to
take a small victory and confuse it for winning the war.
As scholars and participants in the legal system, we look
forward to seeing how the battle for true comprehensive
immigration reform plays out both in Illinois and on a
national scale. □
41

Policies for the Apprehension, Detention, and Removal of
Undocumented Witnesses, November 20, 2014.
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Tips from an
International Matrimonial Attorney
BY DAV ID N. SCH AFFER

I
I

ntroduction

For
ntroduction
the past 10 years, about 20% of my practice has been, and continues to be, devoted to
international family law matters. This includes Hague 1 proceedings and non-Hague interFor the past 10 years, about 20% of my practice has been, and continues to be, devoted to
national proceedings, as well as registration of foreign decrees.
I have never met, in person some
international family law matters. This includes Hague 1 proceedings and non-Hague interof my clients, who reside all over the world; including India, Sweden, the Netherlands, Tanzania,
national proceedings, as well as registration of foreign decrees. I have never met, in person some
Saudi Arabia, The Russian Federation, and Iraq, as well as active military personnel. I am on the
of my clients, who reside all over the world; including India, Sweden, the Netherlands, Tanzania,
United States Department of State’s referral list for Hague proceedings. My intent for this article
Saudi Arabia, The Russian Federation, and Iraq, as well as active military personnel. I am on the
is to share some of the insights, protocols, and lessons, if you will, I have learned from the internaUnited States Department of State’s referral list for Hague proceedings. My intent for this article
tional component of my practice. They are in no particular order, but taken as a whole, I hope they
is to share some of the insights, protocols, and lessons, if you will, I have learned from the internaprove helpful.
tional component of my practice. They are in no particular order, but taken as a whole, I hope they
1prove
Convention
of 25 October 1980 on the Civil Aspects of International Child Abduction, done at The Hague, The Netherlands.
helpful.
Be prompt: If the stereotype for Americans is to be “fashionably late,” foreign clients are just the opposite. Whether it
be for a meeting at an attorney’s office, a Skype conference, or
telephone conference, international clients are consistently
prompt and on time.
Keep your financial records in order: While this is
common sense, it is especially essential when dealing with an
overseas clientele who will be wiring you significant retainers
from overseas, coupled with a chain of international emails.
You can safely assume that you are on the government’s radar
1
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Convention of 25 October 1980 on the Civil Aspects of
International Child Abduction, done at The Hague, The
Netherlands.
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screen, as well you should be, especially when dealing with
clients from the Middle East, for example. As such, it is also
a given that more than just you and your client will be privy
to the contents of your telephone calls, text messages, and
emails.
Be especially sensitive to keeping your clients informed: They have entrusted a matter to someone who
could be 8,000 miles away and have sent sums of money in
the form of a retainer to someone whom they have never personally met. I have a policy for all clients of not charging for
a brief email or quick status phone call. I will list it on their
statement, but mark it “no-charge.” I never want a client, especially a client who may be on the other side of the earth, to

worry that the “time-clock” will always
A Fellow of both
research. The first is the United
be ticking whenever they call. If you are
the American and
States Department of State. For intied up with another case, let your clients
International
ternational custody practitioners,
know this in a quick email, text, or teleAcademies of
there is an International Parental
phone call.
Matrimonial
Child Abduction webpage that
Know what your telephone carLawyers, David
provides detailed instructions and
rier charges for international calls:
concentrates in
tips for filing a Hague Application.2
Even if a case involves a nonNot doing your homework could result
domestic and
Hague signatory country, this
in one receiving an insanely high phone
international matrimonial and child
is still a good place to start. The
bill. Emphasis on “insane.” Some carcustody cases. David received his B.A. in
second source, which is equally
riers offer an international calling plan
Psychology from the University of Illinois
helpful, is the National Center for
that, for an additional monthly charge,
and J.D. from Indiana University
Missing and Exploited Children.3
provides lower international rates. This
School of Law, Bloomington, Indiana.
Any practitioner having even
could literally mean the difference beHis firm is located in Naperville.
the slightest inclination to practween $10 a minute and 15 cents a minute. Also remember that if your client initiates the call, gen- tice family law should immediately download a copy of
the Center’s manual titled Litigating International Child
erally there is no charge to you. Finally, be sensitive to the
fact that an international telephone call is not part of yours or Abduction Cases Under the Hague Convention for their refyour client’s unlimited calling plans, especially if the calls are erence library.4
Volunteer to get more international experience: The
made to somewhere outside of North America. As with any
part of a practice, do your homework and it can save you a lot United States Department of State has a Hague attorney referral list. Sign on willing to take a pro bono Hague petition.
of unnecessary expense.
I use DHL for overnight international document The Department of State will help you along the way with
resources and, if needed, provide you with a mentor attortransmittal: I do not get paid by DHL for this endorsement. If I am overseas sending documents back to the States ney to assist you. The American Bar Association’s “Operation
or asking for original documents from an overseas client, Standby” program maintains a list of attorneys willing to
assist people in the active military with their divorce and
I use DHL. They were referred to me by an International
custody issues at either a reduced fee or pro bono. There is
Banker who swears by them. They will also be happy to open
nothing more satisfying than assisting a soldier on active duty
an account for you so if and when the time comes to use
with their issues. It is not unusual for our office to get calls
their services, you will be ready – and get a discount while
from Iraq or Afghanistan, from a solider needing help with
you are at it.
his or her family law matter. It should be noted that it has
Know the time zones of your clients: I have an application for my cellphone that tells me the time in every city that always been my experience that the soldiers who call me are
I enter. I input every city that I currently have a client in. I some of the most polite, respectful, and appreciative clients I
have had the privilege of representing.
recommend no particular application.
Beware of strangers from the Far East bearing gifts:
International Academy of Matrimonial Lawyer
Often times, I will get a brief email inquiring if I can han(“IAML” or “the Academy”): IAML enables Fellows practicing international family law to obtain legal assistance of dle post-judgment collection of a case that was settled somethe highest caliber in another country. Fellows, non-IAML where in Asia, including Australia. The most common email
source seems to be from NAME@iprimus.com.au.” Often
lawyers and members of the public alike are able to search
times the Big Steel Company will send a request from a gmail
the IAML website for the most highly regarded international
account. Or a woman has a six figure support judgment that
family law practitioners in the countries represented. There
are currently 45 countries represented in this database and just needs to be settled locally. While fortunately I have never
IAML has over 620 Fellows. The Academy’s website is iaml.
org. Disclaimer: I am proud to say that I am a Fellow of the 2 Filing a Hague Application, the United States Department of State
on Abductions, http://travel.state.gov/content/childabduction/
IAML.
english/from/hague-app.html.
3
National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, http://www.
Sources of law: For Hague proceedings, there are two
main entities that are an invaluable source of resources and 4 missingkids.com.
Litigating International Child Abduction Cases Under the Hague
up-to-date information, as well as a starting point for more
Convention, http://www.missingkids.com/publications/PDF3a.
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taken the bait, I have learned how the scam works. The “client” offers to sends a “certified check” with a very large retainer as well as an extra five figure amount. In return, the
“client” only asks that once the “official certified” check is
deposited in the attorney’s clients’ funds account, the attorney wire back the extra funds. Then, a few weeks later, the
attorney gets an NSF notice from their bank: the “certified
check” was a fake, and the funds wired back to the “client”
cannot be retrieved. To add to the misery, the attorney’s client’s funds account is overdrawn to cover the wired funds and
checks start bouncing from that account. Yes, the bank originally allowed the attorney to wire some of the funds from
the “official certified” check, or the attorney thought he had
enough in his clients’ funds account to cover the wire. But if
that “official certified” check is ultimately determined to be a
fake, which could take a week or so, guess who is on the hook
for the money? The attorney. If something sounds too good
to be true, it usually is.
You and your staff will never be bored: While I truly
enjoy the practice of matrimonial law in general, the practice of international matrimonial and child custody law
adds that much more color and excitement to my practice.
It is common for me to get emails and phone calls from

potential clients all over the world. It is my hope that this
article may have piqued the reader’s interest in this ever-expanding area of law. I cannot sufficiently describe the incredible emotional rewards that come with taking on these
kinds of cases. I will never forget the ear-to ear smile my
Dutch client had on his face after coming in for hearing on
his Hague petition for the return of his son, who was taken
to the United States by the boy’s mother, as a baby, over a
year ago. We were able to win the case and subsequently
secured the child’s return to his home in the Netherlands.
Then there was my Irish client who first exposed me to
the expression “over the moon” when I told him that we
won his Hague petition and his son was coming home. Of
course, one cannot win them all. Just as important is informing a potential client if you think they do not have a
viable case. I tell all of my clients that I will tell them what
they need to hear and not what they want to hear.
Please consider me a resource: Should you have any
additional questions or get stuck on a case, please do not hesitate to call and pick my brain. As a lawyer, I have a special interest in making sure the next generation of lawyers learns the
right way to do things. I always prefer working with a lawyer
who knows what he or she is doing. □
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ILLINOIS LAW UPDATE

New Decisions in
Family Law
EDITED BY MICH A EL R. SITR ICK

Illinois Supreme Court declines to
apply the public exception to the
mootness doctrine in a dissolution of
marriage action.
In re Marriage of Eckersall, 2015 IL
117922, 2015 WL 302149 (Jan. 23,
2015)
By Christine Olson McTigue1
During the course of a couple’s
dissolution of marriage action, the trial
court issued an order restricting the
parties’ dealings and communications
with their children. The lengthy order
provided, among other terms, that the
parties were restrained and enjoined
from beating their children or interfering with the personal liberty of the
children, discussing the litigation with
the children, questioning the children
regarding habits and expenditures of
their parents, using or consuming alcohol in the children’s’ presence, and criticizing the other parent. The order also
prohibited either parent from removing the children from the state without
written consent or a court order.
The wife filed a notice of appeal
from the order. A divided appellate
court panel dismissed the appeal for
lack of jurisdiction, finding that the
order was not an injunction and not
appealable under Rule 307(a)(1). The
1
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trial court then entered an order finalizing the dissolution of marriage case.
Subsequently, the Illinois Supreme
Court granted the wife’s petition for
leave to appeal from the appellate
court’s order dismissing her appeal.
The Supreme Court and the parties agreed that the appeal was moot.
However, the wife asked the Court to
apply the public interest exception to
the mootness doctrine to address the
merits of the appeal. The Court declined to do so holding that the first
requirement of the doctrine, whether
the issue is one of substantial public interest, was not met. The Court
reasoned that the trial court’s order is
generally only used in dissolution of
marriage cases in Cook County when
the parties cannot agree on terms governing visitation. The Court also held
that the second factor, the need for an
authoritative determination, was not
met. In addition, the Court found
that the third factor, a likelihood of
future recurrence of the question, was
not met as evidenced by the lack of litigation regarding the issue in the past.
The Court concluded by noting that
issues that arise in dissolution of marriage proceedings tend to be very fact
specific and do not have broad-reaching implications beyond the particular
case.

Denial of a motion to vacate a default judgment in a dissolution of
marriage action is proper where the
appealing party failed to participate
during the litigation process and to
exercise due diligence.
In re Marriage of Harnack and
Fanady, 2014 IL App (1st) 121424,
2014 WL 6612882 (Nov. 21, 2014)
By Jennifer E. Byrne, Katie C.
Galanes, Danya A. Grunyk, Victoria
C. Kelly, Hillary A. Sefton, and Leah
D. Setzen2
In In re Marriage of Harnack and
Fanady, a husband appealed the trial
court’s entry of a default judgment for
dissolution of marriage eight months
after entry. After the wife filed a petition for dissolution of marriage, the
husband stopped participating in the
proceedings when his counsel was
granted leave to withdrawal and he
was ordered to file an appearance on
his own behalf. However, the husband
failed to do so and a default judgment
was entered allocating the parties’ property and awarding support to the wife.
While the divorce case was pending,
the husband’s company was involved
in litigation against Jerome Israelov in
chancery court regarding the purchase
of a membership seat on the Chicago
2

Grunyk & Associates, P.C., Naperville, IL

Board of Options Exchange (CBOE).
The trial court consolidated the pending chancery proceedings with the divorce case.
The trial court entered a default
judgment and escrowed 40,000 shares
of stock pending the outcome of the
chancery proceedings, and awarded
the wife specific shares of stock as her
marital portion of said shares. The trial
court found that the husband, while
choosing not to participate in the divorce proceedings, had obtained a religious divorce in the Greek Orthodox
Church and an ex parte judgment in
Florida. Further, after entry of the default judgment, he directly violated its
terms by transferring title of the marital residence from his business trust
to a separate trust, naming his father
and friend as beneficial trustees, instead of transferring title to his wife.

The husband also attempted to file
numerous actions against the wife, her
attorney, and the Cook County judge
who entered the default judgment in
both federal court and chancery court,
but the complaints were ultimately
dismissed.
On appeal, the husband argued
that the trial court erred in denying
his section 2-1301(e) motion to vacate
because of his failure to file an appeal
within 30 days of entry of the default
judgment, and denying his section
2-1401(a) petition to vacate because
of his lack of diligence. The Court
affirmed the trial court’s ruling and
interpretation of section 2-1301(e),
stating that this statute did not apply
to the situation because the default
judgment was a final order that fully
allocated the parties’ estate and the husband failed to file an appeal of the final

order within 30 days. The court rejected the husband’s argument that the
default judgment was not a final order
because it reserved Israelov’s claim to
40,000 shares of stock pending the
outcome of the chancery proceedings.
The Court held that the trial court did
not reserve determining the allocation
of the shares and the fact that Israelov’s
claim remained unresolved had no
impact on the finality of the default
judgment entered. While the divorce
petition and the chancery proceedings
involving Israelov dealt with the shares
of stock after the purchase of a CBOE
seat, the Court found that the consolidation was simply for convenience and
Israelov did not become a party to the
pending divorce. Further, the Court
found that it would not be reasonable
for the trial court to vacate the default
judgment because of the husband’s

Led by court reporters

Melanie Humphrey-Sonntag, President, is pleased to announce
that Chicago-area Realtime & Court Reporting has been acquired
by Planet Depos, LLC, a global court reporting company.
Same familiar court reporters. Same great service.
Strengthened back-office support, innovative technology,
international coverage.

CHICAGO-AREA REALTIME

TO SCHEDULE YOUR NEXT DEPOSITION IN THE MIDWEST OR
ANYWHERE ON THE PLANET, CONTACT US
CONTACT:
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failure to participate in the proceedings
for 15 months, requiring the entry of
injunctive orders to stop disposing of
marital property and his egregious,
contemptuous behavior throughout
the case in failing to abide by court
orders.
Next, the Court rejected the husband’s arguments that the default judgment should be overturned pursuant
to section 2-1401 because he had no
standing to argue that the judgment
negatively impacted his business partners, failed to provide an adequate affidavit supporting matters not of record,
and failed to show by a preponderance of the evidence that he exercised
due diligence. In addition, the Court
found that the husband’s assertion that
the judgment was uneven and unfair
regarding the amount of CBOE stock
he owned was not a valid basis to vacate
the default judgment.
In sum, the Court affirmed the
trial court’s denial of the husband’s
motion to vacate the default judgment
pursuant to section 2-1301(e) and
2-1401, but remanded the case for further direction regarding the source of
the 40,000 shares of CBOE stock and
stock award.
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the Illinois Code of Civil Procedure in
which he sought to vacate his Marital
Settlement Agreement. In his Section
2-1401 petition, the husband alleged
that while the dissolution proceedings
were pending, the wife transferred assets belonging to the marital business
to her brother and his business. The
husband alleged that the wife testified
to the contrary during the dissolution
proceedings in 2012. He further alleged that he learned of the transfer
when his ex-wife filed a two-count
complaint, alleging a breach of contract against her brother’s business. In
her petition, she alleged that she helped
form her brother’s business in 2011 and
that she was to become a 40% owner
after her divorce. The wife moved to
dismiss the husband’s petition under
Section 2-615 of the Code. The trial
court granted the motion to dismiss,
with prejudice.
On appeal, the Court found that
the husband had sufficiently alleged a
meritorious claim. It further held that
he sufficiently alleged due diligence
in presenting and filing the claim.
Accordingly, the Court found that the
husband’s petition was sufficient to survive a motion to dismiss under Section
2-615 and the case was remanded for
further proceedings.

A petition to vacate a marital settlement agreement will survive a motion to dismiss where the moving
party has alleged a meritorious clam
and demonstrated due diligence.
In re Marriage of Little, 2014 IL App
(2d) 140373, 2014 WL 7243190
(Dec. 22, 2014)
By Jennifer E. Byrne, Katie C.
Galanes, Danya A. Grunyk, Victoria
C. Kelly, Hillary A. Sefton, and Leah
D. Setzen3
In In re Marriage of Little, the
husband appealed the trial court’s dismissal of his petition under 2-1401 of

The marital presumption presumes
that a savings account opened during
the marriage is joint marital property and the burden of establishing
otherwise falls upon the spouse arguing that it is not.
In re Marriage of Dhillon, 2014
IL App (3d) 130653, 2014 WL
5794551 (Dec. 12, 2014)
By Jennifer E. Byrne, Katie C.
Galanes, Danya A. Grunyk, Victoria
C. Kelly, Hillary A. Sefton, and Leah
D. Setzen4

3
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In In re Marriage of Dhillon, the
wife appealed from the trial court’s
order classifying a savings account as
her husband’s non-marital property.
The wife further argued that she should
be entitled to the savings account and
that the husband dissipated the account in question. The husband appealed from the trial court’s decision
finding that the husband’s entire retirement account was marital.
The Court reversed and remanded
the trial court’s decision that the savings account was his non-marital
account. In doing so, it found that
because the account in question was
opened during the marriage, the marital presumption clearly applied to the
account. However, the trial court had
actually placed the burden on the wife
to prove that the account was marital,
instead of placing the burden on the
husband to prove that the account
was his non-marital property. Because
the husband’s only evidence as to the
source of the funds was his testimony,
and the trial court found him to be
lacking credibility, the Court reversed
the decision. The Court noted that
the trial court should have found that
the husband did not meet his burden
of proving the source of the funds.
Therefore, the funds in the savings account should have been deemed marital property. Because the funds were
marital property, the Court found that
the wife should be awarded 50% of the
account. It further found that the account held in excess of $300,000 prior
to the husband’s dissipation of the
funds. Because the funds were marital, the Court found that the husband
dissipated the account while the marriage was undergoing an irreparable
breakdown.
The last issue on appeal was
whether the trial court erred when it
determined that all of the husband’s retirement account was marital property.

The Court found that the evidence
clearly reflected the husband’s position
that he rolled non-marital retirement
monies into a marital account, and
that a portion of the account remained
non-marital. Therefore, the case was
remanded to determine which portion of the account was the husband’s
non-marital retirement.
A child’s receipt of poor grades and
failure to contribute to college expenses does not constitute a substantial change in circumstance to warrant modification or termination of

a parent’s contribution order to help
pay for college expenses.
In re Marriage of Saracco, 2014
IL App (3d) 130741, 2014 WL
6657629 (Nov. 25, 2014)
By Jennifer E. Byrne, Katie C.
Galanes, Danya A. Grunyk, Victoria
C. Kelly, Hillary A. Sefton, and Leah
D. Setzen5
In In re Marriage of Saracco, the
husband appealed the trial court’s decision terminating the wife’s obligation to
contribute to the son’s college expenses.
5

The Court found that the wife, in
bringing her petition to terminate/
modify, failed to allege a substantial
change in circumstance which would
warrant a modification or termination
of her contribution. Specifically, the
Court found that the wife’s argument
that the son was receiving poor grades
and was not contributing to his college expenses was not compelling. The
Court found that son had always been
a “C” student and that he had applied
for all grants, scholarships and financial
aid. □

Grunyk & Associates, P.C., Naperville, IL

If you wish to submit a contribution for inclusion in a future edition of the Illinois Law Update, please e-mail
Michael R. Sitrick, Illinois Law Update editor, at sitrick.m@gmail.com.
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Leap into DCBA
Leadership
BY LESLIE MONAH A N

N

ot surprisingly, March is
Irish American month.
A couple of years ago the
DuPage Celtic Lawyers Association
came to the DCBA Board and asked
that we take over their annual event,
the Celtic Luncheon. The Board approved hosting the event each year
at the discretion of the President.
This year, DCBA will not be hosting
the Celtic Luncheon. Sorry to anyone disappointed by this decision,
but President Cavallo has focused
on streamlining events this year, focusing on quality not quantity. We
always welcome your feedback on
DCBA events and scheduling. Also,
I am sure that even without an official event, a group of attorneys and
judges will find their way to a local
Irish drinking establishment, maybe
Muldoons or Quigleys or Ballydoyle,
to celebrate their Irish Heritage or
their “Irish for the Day” heritage.
Slainte!
One aspect of the Celtic
Luncheon over the last two years
that we will be hosting is a candidate’s forum for all candidates for
the DCBA Board of Directors. This
will now be held on Thursday, April
9 from 9:00 am – 10:00 am in the
Attorney Resource Center. As you
grab a donut, you can meet the candidates, ask questions and prepare
to vote online on April 10. We hope
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you will put it in your schedule to
stop by that morning and become an
educated voter.
Thinking you might be one
of the Board or 3rd Vice President
Candidates this year? Now is the
time to get signatures on the petitions for the Board of Directors. The
petitions are available on the DCBA
website under Legal Community/
About DCBA/Board of Directors or
you can pick them up at the DCBA
office. All candidates are also required to read and sign the list of
Duties and Expectations for the
Board before the election begins.
This list has only seven requirements,
but the commitment is not small.
Each Director must be a current
member of DCBA, he or she must
participate in a Board orientation
and become familiar with the bylaws
and procedures of the association
and must never hesitate to request
additional information to ensure
they understand the effects of the
decisions being made. Each member
is expected to attend monthly Board
meetings and be prepared to discuss
and vote on the items on the agenda
for those meetings. Board Members
are expected to attend many DCBA
events and serve as members of the
Membership Committee, recruiting new members and working with
existing members to ensure their

retention. Board Members have a
fiduciary responsibility to DCBA
to promote the financial health and
well-being of the Association.
This year we will elect four
Directors – three of the nine regular Director positions and one of
the two New Lawyer Director spots.
Candidates for New Lawyer Director
must be admitted to the practice of
law for seven years or less as of July
1, 2015. A Third Vice-President will
also be elected to serve as President
in 2018-2019. If you have any questions about the responsibilities of
any of these roles, please feel free to
contact me or I encourage you to
contact someone who is currently
serving on the Board of Directors.
They can best inform you about how
much time and attention the positions require.
I am looking forward to working with more great leaders to guide
DCBA into the future! □

Leslie Monahan is the Executive
Director of the DuPage County Bar
Association and the DuPage County
Bar Foundation. A graduate of North
Central College, she previously worked
with the Promotional Products
Association of Chicago, American
Fence Association and Coin Laundry
Association.

Michael W. Clancy, Esq.
Results Driven Mediation
Mike Clancy brings a wealth of expertise and a strong record of success to
his DuPage County mediation practice, concentrating in the settlement of:
• Medical Malpractice cases • Substantial Personal Injury matters
• Nursing Home cases
• Wrongful Death cases
Schedule Online at:

www.ClancyMediations.com

Resolute Systems, LLC
MedIAtIon, ARbItRAtIon & AdR ConSuLtIng

St. Charles: 630-584-7666
Chicago: 312-346-3770
7 South Second Ave., St. Charles, IL 60174
www.ClancyMediations.com www.ResoluteSystems.com

Benefit Highlight

Give Back with DCBF
The DuPage County Bar Foundation promotes justice in our
community by providing scholarships for law students, grants to
legal organizations and assistance to DCBA members in need.
You can get involved with the DCBF in many ways! Join us for the
Giving DuPage Human Race 5K Walk/Run on Saturday, April 25th
to help raise money for the DCBF! Visit www.dcba.org for details.
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2014 Annual Report
BY BR ENDA CA R ROLL

E

ach year the DuPage Legal Assistance Foundation, a 501(c)(3) Corporation which oversees the activities of the
DuPage Bar Legal Aid Service, presents a copy of its Annual Report to the membership of the DuPage County Bar
Association. The members of the Foundation have the following qualifications: (a) a licensed attorney in good standing in the State of Illinois; (b) membership in the DuPage County Bar Association; and (c) an interest in the activities of and
the purposes for which this corporation has been formed.

2014 ANNUAL REPORT
DUPAGE LEGAL ASSISTANCE FOUNDATION
An Illinois not-for-profit corporation

PURPOSE
The DuPage Legal Assistance Foundation was incorporated as an Illinois not-for-profit corporation on October 10, 1975 for
the following purposes:
A.	To assist natural persons and community organizations to secure legal protection against injustice and to obtain due process of law and the equal protection of the laws;
B.	To promote knowledge of the law and of legal process, rights and responsibilities among the poor and the public generally;
and,
C.	To study the use of law and legal process to combat poverty and living conditions among the poor and to provide counsel
to natural persons and groups seeking these ends.
DUPAGE BAR LEGAL AID SERVICE STAFF
DIRECTOR/MANAGING ATTORNEY
Brenda M. Carroll
STAFF ATTORNEYS
Cecilia Najera
Ann Russell
SUPPORT STAFF
Robin Roe, Office Manager
Cerena Fischer, Paralegal
Lucy Cortez, Intake Coordinator
Maribel Rodriguez, Secretary/Receptionist
VOLUNTEERS
Daniele Pfluger, Attorney
Sarah Lange, Attorney
Gabi Lovelace, Student
Crystal Arias, Student (Translator)
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LEGAL AID STATISTICS
Located at the DuPage County Bar Center in Wheaton, the DuPage Bar Legal Aid Service accepts telephone screening calls
from individuals seeking legal assistance from 9 a.m. until 2 p.m., Monday through Friday. During the screening process, potential clients are asked a series of questions to determine if their legal situation meets the financial and case-type guidelines of
our program in order to receive free legal assistance. In addition to the preliminary screening, written application is required
from each individual submitted with the proper documentation to verify the individual’s eligibility. Once approved, the applicant is assigned representation by either a staff attorney or a private attorney who is a member of the DuPage County Bar
Association. Applicants who are denied, but fit other criteria, may be referred to the Modest Means or No-Retainer Program,
the State’s Attorney’s Office or Office of the Public Defender, Prairie State Legal Services or the Lawyer Referral Service.

		

2013-2014 COMPARISION STATISTICS
2012/13

2013/14

1,721

1,701

569

553

2

5

16

16

No Retainer

9

11

States Attorney’s Office

0

0

Public Defender’s Office

0

0

Modest Means (DCBA)

14

16

Private Attorney Involvement

160

149

In House Attorneys

356

335

Private Attorney Involvement

160

140

In House Attorneys

390

319*

TOTAL SCREENINGS
DENIED AND REFERRED TO:
Lawyer Referral Service
Prairie State Legal Services
Out of County

ACCEPTED AND REFERRED TO:

COMPLETED CASES:

TOTAL PRO BONO HOURS:
Private Attorney Involvement

3,759.56

2,239.67

In-House Attorneys

4,485.60

2,968.20*

*Operated for six months of the fiscal year with only two staff attorneys.
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DUPAGE LEGAL ASSISTANCE FOUNDATION
STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2014
ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash

$ 120,018

1,232
		Prepaid Expenses		_________
TOTAL
CURRENT ASSETS		121,250		
		
_________
TOTAL
		 FIXED ASSETS		19,909
_________
		TOTAL ASSETS

141,159
_$________

Members receive up to a $355 Discount
Get the best legal technology with a discount on registration to
ABA TECHSHOW for the members of DuPage County Bar Association.
Register for ABA TECHSHOW under the Event promoter rate and enter
your Association’s unique code TECHSHOWEP15.

BRINGING

LAWYERS & TECHNOLOGY TOGETHER

HILTON CHICAGO | WWW.TECHSHOW.COM | @ABATECHSHOW | #ABATECHSHOW | CHICAGO, IL
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LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable

$

724

13,427
		Accrued Expenses 		_________
TOTAL
		 CURRENT LIABILITIES		14,151
_________
NET ASSETS
127,008
		Unrestricted 		_________
TOTAL NET ASSETS		127,008
		
_________
$_________
141,159

TOTAL
		 LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

Same day
service
available

Professionals in the

Service of Process
Over 60 years of combined
law enforcement experience

★ CONSULTING
★ EVENT SECURITY
★ TRAFFIC CONTROL
★ BODYGUARD PROTECTION
★ ARMED SECURITY
★ BACKGROUND CHECKS
★ INVESTIGATIONS
★ LICENSED & INSURED

1042 Maple Ave, Suite 212
Lisle, IL 60532

(630) 493-1553
License # 117.001611

www.GoldStarSecuritySI.com

Kevin Groce
President

Dominic Scalzetti
Vice President
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ISBA UPDATE

Proposed Taxes on
Legal Services
BY JAMES F. MCCLUSKEY

T

he Illinois State Bar Associa
tion is constantly keeping
track of legislation that affects lawyers in the State of Illinois.
James Covington, a lawyer employed
by the ISBA, is extremely well versed
in all areas of legislation, and on behalf
of the ISBA, is doing an excellent job
serving the lawyers of Illinois.
In July of 2014, Governor Bruce
Rauner proposed an expansion of
Illinois sales tax to include a service tax
on some businesses and occupations,
including legal services. The administration of the tax would be a great
burden on Illinois lawyers. Since our
economy has changed from a manufacturing to a service-oriented economy,
the Illinois legislature will be looking to
place a sales tax on services to increase
the overall tax base.
Currently, the state’s accumulated deficit in the general fund is
estimated at $6.8 billion, and is estimated to be $12.7 billion by the end
of 2016. Service tax is not new; it is
available in 49 states and the District
of Columbia. Illinois tax has 17 service categories, 12 of which are imposed on utilities.
There are three states that tax
services using a gross receipt formula, South Dakota, Hawaii and
New Mexico. A gross receipts tax is
generally considered to be a tax on
the gross revenues of a company, in
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spite of their source. For example,
Delaware lawyers are included in the
gross receipts tax for monthly income
of more than $100,000 or $300,000
per quarter.
In July, 2007, then-Governor Rod
Blagojevich proposed a receipts tax.
Under Blagojovich’s plan, gross receipts
tax applied to Illinois businesses with
more than $2 million in receipts, but
exempted retail sales of food and drugs,
Medicaid payments, and receipts of
non-profits in industries such as gaming and insurance, which are already
covered by specialized taxes. This plan
was never effectuated. In May, 2009,
the Illinois State Senate approved
House Bill 174 which created the firstever sales tax on service. This did not
include a sales tax or gross receipts tax
on lawyers. Although this has not become part of the ISBA’s position, several issues should be considered when
requiring lawyers to collect the gross
receipts tax on service:
1.	This is not a tax on lawyers
but a tax on the clients, so it
will tax services provided to
clients such as people who
are delinquent on child support, custody matters, guardianship of the sick, elderly
parents or representation of a
family member who has been
charged with a traffic offense
or crime.

2.	The tax is regressive in penalizing the working poor and people of modest means. These
persons will pay a higher percentage on their taxed income
than the wealthy.
3.	It will disproportionately affect small businesses. Legal
services are an ordinary and
necessary part of carrying out
a trade or business, particularly a small business that is
just starting out. Small businesses will be forced to pay for
a service tax, whereas larger
firms will avoid the tax by employing in-house counsel.
4.	Service taxes do not have a
good track record elsewhere.
5.	of the collection of the tax will
be very difficult.
The ISBA has opposed the application of service tax to legal services in
the past. In 1981, the ISBA, Chicago
Bar Association, and other Plaintiffs
sued the City of Chicago challenging
the constitutionality of an ordinance
that imposed a 1% tax on all purchased
services. The ordinance exempted the
commodities and securities businesses,
as well as all transactions on futures or
securities exchange for ten years.
The Illinois Supreme Court held
that the City’s tax was unconstitutional
because it represented a tax on occupations. Please see Commercial National

Bank of Chicago v. City of Chicago, 89
Ill.2d 45, 70 (1980).
The ISBA and CBA also argued
that the ordinance violated Section 2
of Article 9 of the Illinois Constitution
because it was not uniformly applied.
The Illinois Supreme Court agreed,
holding that the distinction between
lawyers and securities and exchange
businesses is “wholly arbitrary and cannot be upheld.” Id. at 73.
Jim Covington, the director of
Legislative Affairs for the ISBA says
that Rauner’s proposed tax on lawyers
is in fact a tax on clients. Covington describes the tax as a “misery and misfortune” tax when applied to legal services.
In many situations, hiring a
lawyer is not a matter of leisure

and choice, Mr. Covington says. A
service tax on lawyers’ services will
tax people when they exercise their
rights.
The ISBA should take every
measure possible to oppose this type
of plan. Although this has not been
brought in front of the board, this
writer would strongly support any motion or proposal that would oppose any
service tax that is to be collected from
lawyers.
Rest assured, the ISBA is in good
hands with James Covington handling the legislative affairs of the ISBA.
Through the guidance of President,
Richard D. Felice, we are in good
hands, and I, for one, applaud and support their efforts. □

LRS Stats from
1/1/2015 to
1/31/2015:
The Lawyer Referral & Mediation
Service received a total of 442 referrals,
including 16 in Spanish (360 by
telephone, 3 walk-in, and 79 online
referrals) for the month of January.
If you have questions regarding the service,
attorneys please call Cynthia Garcia at
(630) 653-7779 or email cgarcia@dcba.org.
Please refer clients to call (630) 653-9109
or request a referral through the website at
www.dcba.org.
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Elder Law . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Employment Law  . . . . . . . . . . . 35
Estate Law . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
Family Law  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95
Federal Court . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Government Benefits . . . . . . . . . . 2
Health Care Law . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
Immigration  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Insurance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
Intellectual Property . . . . . . . . . . . 0
Mediation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
Mental Health . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
Military Law  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
Personal Injury . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
Real Estate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52
School Law  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Social Security . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Tax Law . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Workers’ Compensation  . . . . . . . 3
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CLASSIFIEDS

TWO-ROOM SUITE @ CENTER OF
DOWNTOWN NAPERVILLE

700 SQ. FT. OFFICE SUITE IN
HISTORIC STONE BUILDING BUILT
BY JOSEPH NAPER
GREAT LOCATION: 2nd Floor Rear @
216 S. Main St. Short walk to everything:
city hall, parking garages, Starbucks, River
Walk, restaurants, shops. SUPERBLY
APPOINTED: High ceilings, hardwood
floors, deluxe carpeting, glass doors, ornate
ceiling fan, stained glass, built-in cherry cabinetry, wet bar w/ space for bar refrigerator.
Private heating/air conditioning, security
system. (Current tenant may sell furniture
and bar frig.) FLEXIBLE OCCUPANCY
DATE. RENT: $1,700, negotiable depending on lease term. Rent includes heating
gas, water. MORE INFO? call/text
847/736-2824 or pricemktg@aol.com
FULL TIME LEGAL
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Small law firm in Naperville seeking a full
time legal administrative assistant. Person
must have legal knowledge or experience working in a law firm. Person must
be highly detail oriented, able to work in a
fast paced and high stress environment.
Must be friendly and trustworthy. Must
have an ability and be driven to go above
and beyond what is assigned to him/her.
Pay will be commensurate with experience
and will increase over time as person becomes more knowledgeable/experienced.
Position requires 40 hours but may require
more hours during some weeks. Looking to
start this position by the 2nd or 3rd week of
February. Please forward your resume to
danielle.blachalawoffice@gmail.com.

PART TIME PARALEGAL
Seeking part-time paralegal for law firm in
Countryside. Practice areas include family law, civil litigation and mechanics liens.
Prior paralegal and family law experience
preferred. Hours are flexible based on your
schedule; must be available at least 20 hours
per week. Pay is hourly and commensurate
with experience. Potential for full-time.
Must submit cover letter and resume to
resumettb@gmail.com. In cover letter
please state what hours you are available,
why you are interested in the position, and
your salary requirements. Submit cover
letter and resume as PDF; Word documents and items copied and pasted into
the body of an e-mail will not be accepted.

FULL-TIME PARALEGAL
Growing Naperville law firm seeks full-time
paralegal experienced in estate planning,
including drafting documents and transferring assets; experienced in probate procedures and trust administration including
preparation of inventories and accountings;
must have excellent organizational and follow-up abilities, exhibit a can-do attitude,
and be eager to learn new skills. Word,
WordPerfect and Excel also a must. Salary
commensurate with experience. At least 3-5
years of experience is preferred. Interested
applicants please send resumes via email to
julies@gierachlawfirm.com
EXPERIENCED PARALEGAL
Small law firm in Wheaton, Illinois practicing family and criminal defense law seeking
an experienced paralegal. Responsibilities
include: drafting and editing correspondence and pleadings; docketing court dates
and client meetings; file organization and
maintenance; discovery procedures and organization; and heavy client communication.
College degree preferred; at least four (4)
years experience in family law field required.
Knowledge of civil procedure in Kane,
Kendall, DuPage, and DeKalb counties preferred. Exceptional skill with Microsoft Office
suite software required. Position is full-time,
start date mid-March 2015. Compensation
based on experience. Please send resume to:
wheatonfamilylawresumes@gmail.com
County Court Reporters, Inc.
600 S. County Farm Rd.
Suite 200B
Wheaton, IL 60187
www.countycourtreportersinc.net
ccr600@ameritech.net
630.653.1622
630.653.4119 (fax)
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*ATTORNEY POSITION AVAILABLE
Law firm with main office in Naperville
seeks attorney with 5+ years experience in
one or more of the following areas: local
government, school law, special education,
labor, litigation. Position will be primarily
working from firm’s Naperville office. Please
email resume with salary expectations to
resumes@ottosenbritz.com
VERY EXPERIENCED FREELANCE
ATTORNEY—OVER 45 YEARS
OF EXPERIENCE!
Looking to assist other attorneys with work
overflow and assist other attorneys to grow
practice. Areas of litigation include Family,
Divorce (Pre and Post Decree), Chancery
(Estate/Probate/ Guardianship).
-
Document preparation, assisting with
deposition and other discovery, motions,
trial calls, pre-trials.
- DuPage, Kane, Will and Kendall Counties
(other counties may be considered)
-Arbitration/Mediation
-Transactional areas include Real Estate (residential and commercial), Tax Exchanges.
Estate Planning, Elder, Corporate- -General,
Formation; Contract Negotiation.
-Lawyer Professional Conduct/Ethics (volunteer with ARDC for approximately 20
years)
-Availability On Demand
-Fees Negotiable
-Previous Adjunct Professor of Law, DePaul
University School of Law
Professional Associations and Memberships:
Illinois State Bar Association; Du Page
County Bar Association; Admitted To
Practice of Law, Illinois, 1966. Please email
interest to amartin@dcba.org indicating
box #150129 in the subject line.
WHEATON OFFICE SPACE FOR
RENT (OR VIRTUAL OFFICE USE)
460 S. County Farm Road: 1–3 offices with
1–3 paralegal spaces available at newly renovated and expanded law office, ½ block
to DuPage Courthouse; two conference
rooms, full kitchen, phones, high speed internet, paralegal support, personal phone
answering (8:30am-5pm M-F); heat/air
conditioning, water, electricity included;
separate men’s / women’s washrooms; and,
yes, we have our own parking lot; from $650/
month. Call Tony Abear at 630/657-8300.

WHERE TO BE IN MARCH

A Silent Auction for The Worst Show
and a Great Cause

J

udges’ Nite is almost here! The cast
and crew have been working hard
to ensure a fun and funny evening.
Our event format is changing this year
to incorporate more time to eat, drink
and talk about how
much you enjoyed
the show!
The
MAC lobby will
open at 5:30 pm
with heavy hors
d’oeuvres
and
drinks to enjoy
while you peruse
the silent auction
items and archive
exhibit. There will
be plenty of time
this year to enjoy
dessert and drinks
after the show
while you get in your final silent auction bids. Also, the cast will be in the
lobby immediately following the show
so hang around, buy them a drink or
get a picture with your favorite Judges’
Nite, er, character!
We are going to do our best this
year to separate you from your hard
earned dollars with a fabulous silent
auction and a split the pot raffle! So far,
silent auction highlights include:
·	A week on the beach at Siesta Key
from Colleen McLaughlin
·	
A week on Estero Island from
Danielle and Don Provenzale
·	Ipad mini donated by Laraia &
Laraia, P.C.
·	Taylor Swift concert tickets from
Jeff York, DuPage County Public
Defender
·	2015 PGA and BMW Champion
ship tickets on behalf of Pfeiffer
Law Offices, P.C.
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BY CHRISTINA MORRISON
·	Original artwork by our talented
members Steve Armamentos and
Paul De Luca
·	
Headshot studio session and a
framed photo of the DuPage

County
Courthouse
from
REP3 and the Potter School of
Photography
·	White Sox tickets courtesy of Lillig
& Thorsness, Ltd.
·	Cubs tickets provided by Colleen
McLaughlin, Mary E. McSwain,
P.C. and Cecilia Najera and Phil
Kramer
·	
Bulls tickets by Greg Wildman
with OVC, Inc.
·	
Indoor skydiving package with
iFly
·	Getaways at several area resorts and
hotels including Eagle Ridge, the
Hyatt and Hilton
·	Gift certificates and baskets from
over a dozen area restaurants and
businesses
·	And much more at all price points!
Last year, the Judges’ Nite silent auction proceeds made up half
of our Legal Aid donation and this

year’s auction is going to blow that
one out of the water. So, bring your
latest paycheck and be prepared to
bid on some fantastic items!
Though we typically tout
Judges’ Nite as the
most fun event
you can have in
the DCBA, it
also plays a very
important
role
in raising money
for the DuPage
Legal Assistance
Foundation,
a
501(c)(3) nonprofit that provides legal support for families
who cannot afford
an attorney. Legal
Aid helps children with impaired or
absent parents by appointing guardians to take care of their interests,
protects victims of elder abuse and
domestic violence against their abusers with an order of protection, and
helps single mothers or fathers obtain custody and other benefits. This
is an invaluable county service and it
desperately needs our assistance to
continue to be successful.
If you haven’t yet purchased
your tickets, be sure to get your
order in now as the best sections are
filling up (though there really isn’t
a bad seat at the MAC). New attorneys, government attorneys and
courthouse staff should be sure to
take advantage of our reduced ticket
price of $65. Get ready to laugh,
bid on fantastic items and have
a great time at the largest DCBA
event of the year! □
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